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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The study of STOP-control enhancements at rural highway intersections was
undertaken by Alberta Infrastructure and Transportation, with assistance from
the Centre of Transportation Engineering and Planning, to analyze the problem
of collisions involving STOP sign violations at rural highway intersections, one of
the leading causes of motor-vehicle collision injuries and deaths. The key
objective of the study is to develop guidelines for the enhancement of the STOP
control to reduce the frequency and severity of these collisions.
The study reviewed the characteristics of STOP sign violation collisions
throughout the Province and the selection of 20 representative locations for
further analysis and the testing of the guidelines. The conclusions of these
phases of the study are described in brief in Section 2.0 of this report and in
detail in the following progress reports:
•
•

Problem Identification and Network Screening (May 2005) (APPENDIX B)
Findings at 20 Selected Intersections (June 2005) (APPENDIX C)

A literature review was conducted to compile current standards and practices
both within and outside of Alberta and research countermeasures for STOP sign
violation collisions, to assist in the development of the new guidelines. This
research is described in Section 3.0 of this report. The benefits and applicability
of each countermeasure is summarized in a “Toolbox” format in APPENDIX D.
Altogether, nearly 40 enhancements were identified, including measures to
improve STOP sign conspicuity, intersection conspicuity, increase awareness,
reduce speeds and improve operations.
Proposed guidelines for the systematic application and implementation of the
range of enhancements are presented in Section 4.0. The guidelines are based
on addressing prevailing or potential risks of collisions involving STOP sign
violations and vehicles at the STOP sign accepting inadequate gaps in the
highway traffic. A series of risk factors, both qualitative and quantitative, were
integrated into a scoring system. A total of 13 factors were identified for
evaluation during the design and planning stage and two additional factors for
in-service intersections:
HAMILTON-FINN
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Proximity of the Preceding Stop Condition.
Speed Limit on STOP-controlled approach.
Speed Limit on uncontrolled approach.
Distraction Factor.
Intersection Sight Distance.
Intersection Conspicuity.
Minor Approach Queues.
Proportion of Trucks.
Driver Profile Factor.
Uncontrolled Approach Laning.
Relative Approach Width.
STOP-Controlled Approach Traffic Volume.
Uncontrolled Roadway Traffic Volume.
Collision Frequency. (In-service stage)
Collision Severity. (In-service stage)

A scoring method was established to systematically consider the above 15
factors when assessing the need for STOP-control enhancements. The method
allows the user to consider only the factors that are appropriate for the stage of
the intersection’s life-cycle. Based on the risk assessment, appropriate levels of
enhancements were established as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Level 1: Basic Treatment
Level 2: Basic Plus Treatment
Level 3: Enhanced Treatment
Level 4: Special Treatment
Level 5: Maximum Treatment

TABLE ES.1 provides a summary of the proposed five enhancement levels and
the associated treatments. Schematic concepts for each level are illustrated in
FIGURES ES.1 to ES.5.
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TABLE ES.1 SUMMARY OF ENHANCEMENTS FOR EACH LEVEL
1
STOP SIGN SIZE (diameter in cm)
60X60
75X75
90X90
120X120
150X150
REFLECTIVITY
High Intensity
Diamond Grade
Reflective Strip

√
√*

√

Centre Line
Wider STOP Bar
STOP Message
STOP Ahead Message
Rumble Strips
STOP SIGN PLACEMENT
Both Sides/Median
Overhead

√
√*

√

3

√
√*

√*
√*

4

5

√
√*

√

√
√

√
√

√
√

ADDITIONAL SIGNS
Advance Street Name Signs
STOP Ahead
Important Intersection Ahead
PAVEMENT MARKINGS/TEXTURE
STOP Bar

2

√
√

√
√

√
√
√

√
√
√

√
√

√
√

√*
√*

√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√

√

√

BEACONS/SIGN ILLUMINATION/BLINKERSTOP
Above STOP Sign / Blinkerstop Sign

√
Overhead Flashers
OPERATIONAL AND GEOMETRIC CHANGES
Speed Limit Reduction
√*
Traffic Actuated Warning System
Curve on Approach
Median or Splitter Islands on Approach
Narrow Approach
Offset Minor Legs of Intersection
* Optional enhancement
Note: several of the enhancements at the higher levels can replace some of the lower level
enhancements. These details can be verified on a case-by-case basis.
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MAJOR STREET

STOP

60x60 or 75x75 STOP sign
(High Intensity)

Optional STOP bar
and Centreline

FIGURE ES.1 ENHANCEMENT LEVEL 1: “BASIC” TREATMENT
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MAJOR STREET

RR 123

STOP

STOP

75x75 or 90x90 STOP sign
(High Intensity)

Advance street
name signs
Optional pavement messages

STOP bar and Centreline

AHEAD
STOP

STOP Ahead sign

FIGURE ES.2 ENHANCEMENT LEVEL 2: “BASIC PLUS” TREATMENT
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MAJOR STREET
Alternate STOP
sign configuration
90x90 or 120x120 STOP sign

RR 123

STOP

STOP (High Intensity)
Reflective Strip
Rumble
strips

AHEAD
STOP

FIGURE ES.3 ENHANCEMENT LEVEL 3: “ENHANCED” TREATMENT
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60
km/h

Optional reduced
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Alternate STOP
sign configurations
Wider STOP bar

RR 123

IMPORTANT

AHEAD

INTERSECTION

STOP

STOP

120x120 or 150x150
STOP sign with beacon
(Diamond Grade)
or BLINKERSTOP sign

STOP

Intersection Warning Sign
AHEAD
STOP

FIGURE ES.4 ENHANCEMENT LEVEL 4: “SPECIAL” TREATMENT
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FIGURE ES.5 ENHANCEMENT LEVEL 5: “MAXIMUM” TREATMENT
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The system was tested on the intersections selected earlier in the study, and
suggested revisions to the existing enhancements were highlighted. Based on
the proposed scoring system:
•
•
•

9 intersections may require an upgrade in STOP-control enhancements;
3 intersections may require a downgrade; and
7 intersections may require only minor modifications.

The results of the testing were reviewed for reasonableness based on our
intimate knowledge of the sites. The results indicated that some of the minor
approach treatments may be less necessary at locations where most collisions
are known to be the result of inadequate gap acceptance after stopping.
Although the STOP-control enhancements do not directly address the issue of
gap acceptance, they can still provide an indication that the intersection is
important, which might cause drivers approaching the STOP sign to be more
cautious when entering or crossing the intersection.
Finally, the report presents suggestions for enforcement and education elements
of the collision risk-reducing strategy, to complement the engineering elements.
The guidelines presented in this report are expected to reduce the frequency
and severity of collisions at rural STOP-controlled intersections in the province.
The guidelines provide a systematic decision-making process to ensure
adequate STOP-control enhancements and greater uniformity among
intersections.
The STOP-control enhancement guidelines should be incorporated into Alberta
Infrastructure and Transportation’s standards to increase the continuity between
similar STOP-controlled intersection approaches. Alberta Infrastructure and
Transportation might wish to further evaluate the effectiveness of other STOPcontrol enhancements used in different jurisdictions and described in APPENDIX
D of this report.

HAMILTON-FINN
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As a supplement to this study, Alberta Infrastructure and Transportation may
want to consider conducting a study to more systematically evaluate the impact
of STOP-control enhancements within Alberta, based on both before-and-after
study and control groups.

ES-10
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1

Study Objectives

A review of STOP-control enhancements for rural highway intersections was
undertaken by Alberta Infrastructure and Transportation, with assistance from
the Centre of Transportation Engineering and Planning (C-TEP). The primary
objectives were to analyze the problem of collisions involving STOP sign
violations at rural highway intersections, and to develop a set of guidelines for
the enhancement of the STOP-control.

1.2

Study Phases

The study was conducted in three phases. The conclusions of these phases of
the study are described in brief in Section 2.0, and the details are described in
the progress reports enclosed in the appendix. The phases and reports issued
as part of this project are summarized as follows.






Phase 1: Problem Identification and Network Screening (May 2005). This
phase reviewed the characteristics of STOP sign violation collisions
throughout the Province. The findings and recommendations of this phase
are included in (APPENDIX B).
Phase 2: Findings at 20 Selected Intersections (June 2005). This phase
reviewed 20 locations in Alberta with a high risk of collisions involving STOP
sign violations. The findings are recommendations of this phase are
included in (APPENDIX C).
Phase 3: Guidelines for Application (December 2005). This phase developed
guidelines for the application of STOP control enhancements, including a
toolbox of various enhancements, research on their current use and
effectiveness, a systematic method of applying selected enhancements to
rural highway STOP-controlled intersections and testing of the method at 20
intersections selected in Phase 2.

HAMILTON-FINN
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1.3

Study Methodology

A steering committee was established to provide guidance and review all
deliverables. This committee consisted of members of C-TEP, the University of
Calgary and Alberta Infrastructure and Transportation. The study methodology
for the first two phases is described in brief in Section 2.0 and in detail in
APPENDIX B and C. Comments from the steering committee on the progress
reports and on the Draft of this report are incorporated into the Final Report.
In parallel with the first two phases, a literature review was conducted by the
project team to compile current standards and practices both within and outside
of Alberta and research countermeasures for STOP sign violation collisions, in
order to assist in the development of the new guidelines (Phase 3 of the study).
This research is described in Section 3.0 of this report.
The comprehensive list of enhancements is summarized in the format of a
“Toolbox” in APPENDIX D, which includes a brief description of the benefits and
applicability of each enhancement. Altogether, nearly 40 enhancements were
identified.
These include measures to improve STOP sign conspicuity,
intersection conspicuity, increase awareness, reduce speeds and improve traffic
operations.
Proposed guidelines for the systematic application and implementation of the
range of enhancements are presented in Section 4.0. The guidelines are based
on addressing prevailing or potential risks of collisions involving STOP sign
violations and vehicles at the STOP sign accepting inadequate gaps in the
highway traffic. A series of risk factors, both qualitative and quantitative, were
identified and integrated into a scoring system, and appropriate levels of
enhancements were determined as a result. The system was tested on the
intersections selected earlier in the study, and revisions were made in
consultation with Alberta Infrastructure and Transportation staff. Finally, the
enforcement, education and programming elements of the collision riskreducing strategy were discussed and documented.

2
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2.0 CHARACTERISTICS OF STOP SIGN VIOLATION COLLISIONS
To assist in the establishment of a set of guidelines to reduce STOP Sign
violation (SSV) collisions, the characteristics of SSV collisions were researched,
both in Alberta and in other jurisdictions.

2.1

Alberta

The first part of this study involved analyzing the characteristics of these
collisions in Alberta. All collisions coded as STOP sign violations were reviewed
for trends. 20 intersections were selected, and these were reviewed in greater
detail. The results of these analyses are documented in the two progress
reports which are provided in the appendix:
•
•

Problem Identification and Network Screening (May 2005) (APPENDIX B)
Findings at 20 Selected Intersections (June 2005) (APPENDIX C)

The key conclusions regarding the characteristics of STOP sign violation
collisions are as follows:
•

Collisions at rural STOP-controlled intersections peak in the summer
months (unlike urban collisions, which peak in the winter).

•

A significant proportion of the collisions are right-angle collisions.

•

Collisions involving STOP sign violations are more severe than other
collisions at rural stop-control intersections.

•

STOP sign violation collisions form a larger proportion of the collisions at
intersections with divided highways than undivided.

•

STOP sign violation collisions are less likely to involve trucks than other
collisions.

HAMILTON-FINN
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•

The majority of the collisions coded as Stop Sign violations collisions are
the result of stopping and entering (55%), and fewer are the result of
running the stop sign (24%). However, the accuracy of this data is in
question due to drivers being less likely to admit to running the STOP
sign, and more likely to admit a lack of judgement in gap selection after
stopping.

•

Collisions in semi-urban areas are more frequent but less severe, which is
likely related to the higher volumes and lower speeds.

•

Collisions are typically more severe at undivided intersections than at
divided intersections.

•

Collision frequency is not largely influenced by the number of stop control
enhancements that are in place.

2.2

Outside Alberta

A literature review was conducted to review the latest published reports and
studies related to rural STOP-controlled intersections. Some of the highlights of
this literature are discussed in this section. The following resources were
searched:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4

Transportation Research Information Services (TRIS) online database;
Transportation Association of Canada online database;
Transportation Research Board conference proceedings and online
database;
Federal Highway Administration online database;
Keyword web searches using various search engines;
National and Provincial guidelines and manuals; and,
Road safety manuals and textbooks.
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The collision characteristic most extensively discussed in the literature was
driver behaviour. The research indicated a clear consensus that the majority of
SSV collisions are actually attributed to drivers entering the intersection when
unsafe, and fewer involve a driver on the minor road failing to stop. A review of
rural STOP-controlled intersections in Minnesota, conducted by Preston and
Storm (1), determined that 57% of right-angle collisions were attributed to
vehicles entering the intersection when unsafe and only 26% were attributed to
vehicles on the minor road failing to stop.
Similar findings were made in the State of Kansas by Stokes et al. (2). This
distribution is also remarkably similar to the findings in Alberta, during the earlier
phases of this study. The Preston and Storm study concluded that the majority
of collisions associated with STOP sign violations were the result of drivers on
the minor road that did not (or could not) accelerate quickly enough to avoid a
collision with traffic on the major road.
Stokes et al. research into the characteristics of “entered when unsafe” collisions
revealed that drivers on the minor road typically entered the intersection
because they did not see oncoming traffic or misjudged the travel speeds of
traffic on the major road. The report references a study by Buhman et al. (3)
which studied the difficulty stationary observers had in estimating oncoming
vehicles speeds. Stationary observers, such as motorists stopped at a STOP
sign, consistently underestimated oncoming vehicle speeds in a rural setting.
This could lead to drivers accepting gaps that are inappropriate due to a
misconception of vehicle speeds on the major road.

HAMILTON-FINN
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The available literature revealed little insight into the characteristics of “failure to
stop” (i.e. running the STOP sign) collisions. However, some research indicates
that “failure to stop” collisions are more likely to occur during night time driving
conditions in comparison to “entered when unsafe” collisions. Preston and
Storm determined that 18% of “failure to stop” collisions occurred at night while
only 8% of “entered when unsafe” collisions and 10% of all Minnesota crashes
occurred at night. Similar findings were made for urban STOP-controlled
intersections. A study of four U.S. cities by Retting et al. (4) established that
“failure to stop” collisions were twice as likely to occur at night when compared
to “entered when unsafe” collisions. Of the 20 intersection locations selected
earlier in this study in Alberta, 11.5% of “entered when unsafe” collisions and
12% of failure to stop” occurred at night.
According to both the Preston and Storm and Retting et al. studies, the severity
of “failure to stop” collisions is typically greater than “entered when unsafe”
collisions. The Alberta-based study again confirmed this trend. The severity of
rural right-angle collisions in Minnesota as established by Preston and Storm is
provided in FIGURE 2.1.
The severity of SSV collisions at the 20 Alberta intersections reflected a trend
similar to FIGURE 2.1. 23% of “failure to stop” collisions were fatal, 65% resulted
in injury and 12% resulted in property damage only. “Entered when unsafe”
collisions were less severe with 12% being fatal, 56% injury and 32% property
damage only.
Preston and Storm also determined that the age of the driver appears to be a
contributing factor. Drivers under 20 and over 85 were over represented in
“entered when unsafe” collisions and drivers between the ages of 25 and 40
were over represented in “failure to stop” collisions. The data provided for the
Alberta study did not include any driver-related information.

6
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FIGURE 2.1 SEVERITY OF RIGHT ANGLE CRASHES AT STOP SIGNS
(MINNESOTA)
Source: (1)
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3.0 CURRENT PRACTICES
The current practices in Alberta, the rest of Canada and the United States with
respect to STOP-control enhancements at rural intersections were reviewed as
part of this study. Any documented warrants for STOP-control enhancements
from these jurisdictions are noted in this section.
The demonstrated
effectiveness of any STOP-control enhancements currently in use is also
provided where applicable.
The various countermeasures and enhancements described in this section have
been compiled into a “Toolbox”, which is provided in APPENDIX D.
The Toolbox covers the entire range of measures found in the literature, and
provides an illustration or photo for each. The key objective of each measure
was identified as one or a combination of:
•
•
•
•
•

improves STOP sign visibility;
improves intersection conspicuity;
raises awareness;
reduces speeds; or
improves traffic operations.

Where information was available, the demonstrated benefits are mentioned and
the sources of any collision reduction estimates are marked. The references are
included in APPENDIX A of this report. In addition, the current state of the
practice in Alberta, based on our field visits and discussions with Alberta
Infrastructure and Transportation staff, is indicated for quick reference.

HAMILTON-FINN
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3.1

A.

Canadian Guidelines

Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Canada

National and Provincial guidelines for STOP-control enhancements were
reviewed. The primary reference for traffic control devices in Canada is the
Transportation Association of Canada’s Manual of Uniform Traffic Control
Devices for Canada (MUTCDC) (5). Some provinces have also developed
supplementary guidelines to be used in conjunction with the MUTCDC. Existing
guidelines in Alberta, British Columbia, Saskatchewan and Ontario were
reviewed as a part of this study. All four provinces are in general compliance
with the MUTCDC. The relevant guidelines and warrants contained in the
MUTCDC and the provincial guides are organized in APPENDIX E by publication
and traffic control device. The key findings and conclusions are briefly
summarized in this section.

B.

Alberta

The Alberta guidelines establish a detailed hierarchy of STOP-control
enhancements, consisting of five levels of enhancements, based on
characteristics such as road class, traffic volume and sight lines. The Alberta
warrants are primarily reactive as they also make reference to collision records.
Alberta practice includes some elements that are inconsistent with the MUTCDC.
In particular, the Alberta Sign Catalogue contains two additional signs not
provided in the MUTCDC: the “Important Intersection Ahead” and “Rumble
Strips” warning signs.

10
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C.

British Columbia

British Columbia also uses some signs not found in the MUTCDC, including the
3-WAY and 4-WAY tabs used in conjunction with STOP signs at multi-way stops.
The majority of STOP-control enhancements used in British Columbia are similar
to those in the MUTCDC with slight variations to some of the guidelines. In
British Columbia it is recommended that STOP signs should not be oversized in
locations where a STOP AHEAD warning sign would be more effective. This is
opposite to the Alberta practice where increasing the size of the STOP sign is
generally considered prior to the STOP Ahead sign.

D.

Saskatchewan

Unlike the MUTCDC and other provincial guidelines, the Saskatchewan guide
has a warrant for flashing beacons based on road classification and traffic
volumes. Saskatchewan also has warrants for the implementation fluorescent
aluminum flags at new sign installations. Aluminum fluorescent flags wereseen
in operation in Alberta, however no specific installation warrants were found.

E.

Ontario

Ontario has also implemented a supplementary STOP sign tab. Where the
presiding road authority has determined that an all-way stop is required, the
STOP signs should be supplemented with an ALL-WAY tab directly below the
STOP sign. The Ontario guidelines also provided particularly strict warrants for
installing a multi-way stop, with several more criteria that need to be satisfied
than in the other provincial warrants or the MUTCDC procedure.

HAMILTON-FINN
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3.2

United States Guidelines

National and State guidelines for STOP-control enhancements in the United
States were also reviewed. The primary reference for traffic control devices in
the United States is the FHWA’s Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (US
MUTCD) (14). Some states have also developed supplementary guidelines to
be used in conjunction with the US MUTCD.
The findings of the review of US practices are included in APPENDIX F. In
summary, the US MUTCD contains most of the same enhancement devices as
the Canadian Guide, but differs in the following manner:
•
•
•
•

3.3

Recognition of and guidelines for tabs placed below the STOP sign. The
tabs include the 4-way, all-way and cross traffic does not stop signs;
Minor differences and more detail in the four-way STOP control warrant
procedure;
Minor differences in the graphic representation of equivalent signs;
More specific guidance for the application of STOP lines and recognition
of pavement marking messages.

Additional STOP-Control Enhancements

This section discusses other possible STOP-control enhancements that were not
necessarily documented in official guidelines or standards, but were highlighted
in the literature as having demonstrated or shown potential to be effective
treatments.

A.

Highly Retroreflective Signs

Highly retroreflective signs have been implemented in several Provinces and
States. Research by Douglas Ripley (15) into the safety effects of sign upgrades
revealed the following:
12
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B.

•

Upgrading signs in Sioux City, Iowa from engineering grade to diamond
grade resulted in a collision reduction of approximately 30 percent. The
night/day collision ratio also reduced after the upgrades.

•

A program initiated by the Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
upgraded the retroreflectivity of regulatory and warning signs at various
locations in British Columbia. A study by Hamilton Associates revealed
that the program was cost effective assuming a single collision was
prevented due to the upgrades.

•

Putnam County, New York experienced a 26% reduction in collisions, a
23% reduction in injuries and a 50% reduction in night time collisions after
upgrading regulatory and warning signs from engineer grade to high
intensity and diamond grade.

Roundabouts

Roundabouts represent a different form of traffic control that can replace (rather
than enhance) the STOP control at an intersection. States such as Colorado,
Mississippi and North Carolina (16) have recently been converting highway
intersections into roundabouts. Although relatively new in North America,
roundabouts have been used for decades in countries such as Australia, the
United Kingdom, and France.
Research on rural roundabouts in France (typically greater than 50m diameter)
indicated a 17% reduction in collision severity. In Sweden, smaller roundabouts
(between 12 and 40 metres) are used at some highway locations. A study
indicated a 70% reduction in collisions and 25% fewer injuries than that
predicted by a Swedish model without a roundabout.
An evaluation by Retting et. al (17) of 44 single-lane rural roundabouts that were
previously STOP-controlled found a 58% reduction in the collision frequency and
a 82% reduction in injuries.

HAMILTON-FINN
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C.

Traffic-Actuated Warning Systems

Traffic-actuated warning systems (FIGURE 3.1) warn drivers of the presence of
conflicting traffic on the cross street using real time information. Sensors on the
road detect traffic and display a warning to vehicles on the cross road. The
system can be used to warn vehicles on both the minor and major roadways.
The traffic-actuated warning system provides an additional STOP-control
enhancement and is not intended to replace the STOP sign.
Traffic-actuated warning systems have previously been installed in Virginia (18)
and Maine (19). At both locations, the system was installed due to limited sight
triangles at the intersection. The two systems used loop detectors in the
roadway to identify traffic on both the minor and major approaches. Real time
information was then presented by the use of illuminated signs to traffic on the
minor and major roadways.
An evaluation of the Virginia system, which was in operation from 1998 – 2000,
revealed that vehicle speeds on the major approach decreased when the sign
indicated a vehicle on the minor road. The collision rate prior to the installation
averaged approximately 2.6 collisions per year. During the two years the system
was in operation there were no collisions reported. An evaluation of the Maine
system revealed that traffic conflicts were reduced by 35 to 40 percent.

FIGURE 3.1 TRAFFIC-ACTUATED WARNING SIGN
Source: (16)
14
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D.

Advisory Speed

In Iowa, some expressway intersections post an advisory speed (10mph below
the posted speed limit) on the major road approach as shown in FIGURE 3.2
(16). The installation shown in the photo also features a flashing amber beacon
and a “Watch for Cross Traffic” warning sign. Before and after speed studies
showed little or no reduction in vehicle speeds during off-peak periods.
However, there was a noticeable reduction in travel speeds during the peak
periods.

FIGURE 3.2 ADVISORY SPEED AND CROSSING TRAFFIC WARNING SIGN
Source: (16)

E.

Wider Stop Line Pavement Marking

Providing a wider stop line on the STOP-controlled approach can alert drivers to
the presence of an intersection according to the NCHRP’s guide titled Report
500: A Guide For Addressing Unsignalized Intersection Collisions (18). The
wider stop line could be effective at locations where the STOP sign is not being
recognized.

HAMILTON-FINN
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F.

Internally Illuminated STOP Sign

Internally illuminated STOP signs have been in use in the Province of Quebec
and elsewhere. A flashing light mounted behind the STOP sign illuminates the
sign during dark conditions. The illumination increases the visibility of the sign
and may command greater attention than a standard STOP sign in the dark.

G.

BlinkerSTOP® Sign

BlinkerSTOP® signs (FIGURE 3.3) have been installed in the provinces of
Alberta and Quebec. The BlinkerSTOP® sign has eight light emitting diodes
(LEDs) installed on the corners of a STOP sign to increase visibility during dark
conditions (20). In combination, the LEDs convey the shape of a STOP Sign,
further emphasizing the STOP-control. A BlinkerSTOP® sign is currently in place
at the intersection of Highways 55 and 36.

FIGURE 3.3 BLINKERSTOP® SIGN
Source: (20)

The STOP-control enhancements found in the literature and discussed in
Section 3.0 are summarized in a toolbox format in APPENDIX D. The STOPcontrol enhancements included in toolbox are outlined in TABLE 3.1.
16
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TABLE 3.1 STOP-CONTROL ENHANCEMENTS SUMMARIZED IN THE
TOOLBOX

STOP Signs

Warning Signs

Pavement
Markings
Rumble Strips

Operational and
Geometric
Changes

 Oversized STOP sign

 STOP Sign Reflective Strip

 Highly Retroreflective Signs

 Flashing Red Beacon

 Elevated STOP Sign

 White Strobe Light

 Median STOP Sign

 BlinkerSTOP®

 Overhead Mast Arm STOP Sign

 Internally Illuminated STOP Sign

 STOP AHEAD Warning Sign

 Truck and School Bus Entrance Signs

 IMPORTANT INTERSECTION
AHEAD Sign

 High Collision Area Warning Sign

 Divided Highway Ahead Sign

 Advanced Intersection Warning
Flasher

 Rumble Strip Warning Signs

 Fluorescent Aluminum Flags

 Concealed Road Signs

 Advance Street Name Signs

 Stop Line or Wider Stop Line
Pavement Marking
 STOP AHEAD Pavement
Message

 STOP Pavement Message

 Rumble Strips

 Painted Rumble Strips

 Overhead Intersection Flasher

 Roundabout

 Delineator Guide Posts

 Traffic-Actuated Warning System

 Illumination

 Speed Limit Reduction

 Cross Traffic Does Not Stop
Tab

 Curve on Approach

 Four-Way STOP-Control

 Median or Splitter Islands on
Approach

 Offset Minor Legs of
Intersection

HAMILTON-FINN
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4.0 GUIDELINES FOR APPLICATION AND IMPLEMENTATION
Section 3.0 presented the various stop sign enhancements used in Alberta, the
rest of Canada and the United States. This section describes the conditions in
which some of the more promising enhancements can be considered and
applied in Alberta. The guidelines are not prescriptive in nature, but instead
provide general guidelines for the reference of practitioners, for the purpose of
providing for more systematic decision-making and greater uniformity.
The guidelines are aimed at reducing the frequency and severity of collisions at
rural STOP-controlled intersections that are caused by vehicles failing to yield
from the STOP-controlled approach (including vehicles failing to stop for the
STOP sign). It does not address intersection geometric or traffic control
treatments to guard against other types of collisions. However, the measures
are expected to improve the overall safety of the intersection.
The guidelines focus on possible enhancements to a STOP-controlled
intersection approach. The guidelines do not determine the traffic control
scheme that is required. Predefined warrants have already been established by
Alberta Infrastructure and Transportation to determine the necessary traffic
control scheme at an intersection. The need for an alternate traffic control
scheme, such as an all-way STOP, signalization, roundabout, or grade
separation can be applied at any stage of an intersection’s life-cycle. The
purpose of these guidelines is to determine the level of STOP-control
enhancements required for a predetermined STOP condition.
The guidelines present five levels of treatment that can be considered,
depending on the assessed risk of a failure to yield collision. The risk
assessment is based on a number of geometric, operational, collision and
human factors.
The risk assessment framework can be applied at any stage of the roadway life
cycle. At the design or planning stage for new construction, the focus is on
geometric, operational and human factors characteristics. At the in-service
stage, collision characteristics can also be considered.

HAMILTON-FINN
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All designs should, as a minimum, conform to the guidance and requirements of
the MUTCDC.
This guide provides guidance on when to consider
enhancements beyond the minimum requirements based on the expected or
measured risks.
It should be noted that all of the factors contributing to failure to stop collisions
cannot be resolved through the use of traffic control devices alone. Other
improvements, such as providing illumination or increasing sight distances
could improve intersection operations and reduce the number of collisions.
These improvements could range from low cost solutions, such as clearing
trees, to more costly solutions such as intersection relocation or highway
realignment.

4.1

STOP-Control Enhancements

The key STOP-control enhancements that are included in the Guidelines are
depicted in FIGURES 4.1 through 4.21, along with a brief description of its
purpose, primary benefits and current use in Alberta. In general, most of the
measures on the STOP-controlled approach are intended to address STOP sign
violations while most of the measures that are provided on the major street
(advance street name signs and intersection warning, for example) or cover the
entire intersection (lighting, for example) are intended to address these collisions
plus those that result from the acceptance of unsafe gaps.

20
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Oversized STOP Sign
Description: Oversized STOP Signs (RA-1) are used
where the physical characteristics, collision experience
or traffic speeds indicate that a standard sign would be
insufficient (5). The larger sizes, including 900mm x
900mm, 1200mm x 1200mm and 1500mm x 1500mm,
improve driver visibility.
Effectiveness: Can reduce collision frequency.
Benefits:

Improves STOP Sign Visibility

Considerations: Overuse can reduce effectiveness.
Sign can become sight obstruction.
Alberta Practice: Standard

FIGURE 4.1 OVERSIZED STOP SIGN

Highly Retroreflective Signs
Description: High intensity and diamond grade signs are
used for increased reflectivity. New sheeting products
with highly effective reflectivity are constantly entering
the market.
Effectiveness: 30 to 40 percent reduction in related
collisions (15).
Benefits:

Improves STOP Sign Visibility

Alberta Practice: Standard (new installations)

FIGURE 4.2 HIGHLY REFLECTIVE SIGNS
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STOP Sign Reflective Strip
Description: Providing a reflective strip on the post(s) of
a STOP sign can be used to improve visibility during
dark conditions. The strip may be solid red or consist of
red and white stripes, also known as a “tiger tail”.
Effectiveness: Can reduce collision frequency.
Benefits:

Improves STOP Sign Visibility

Alberta Practice: Experimental

FIGURE 4.3 STOP SIGN REFLECTIVE STRIP

Advance Street Name Signs
Description: Although the primary purpose of street
name signs is to provide directional information, they can
also provide a cue to drivers that they are approaching
an intersection and may be required to stop.
Effectiveness: Can reduce collision frequency.
Benefits:

- Improves Intersection Conspicuity
- Increase Awareness

Considerations: Large signs could create sight
obstructions
Alberta Practice: Experimental

FIGURE 4.4 ADVANCE STREET NAME SIGNS
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STOP AHEAD Warning Sign
Description: A STOP AHEAD warning sign (WB-1) indicates
that drivers will encounter a STOP sign ahead. STOP AHEAD
signs are commonly used in situations where visibility is
limited or where there is poor stop sign performance. STOP
AHEAD warning signs can be oversized to increase visibility
and emphasis the STOP-control.
Effectiveness: Up to 35% reduction of all related collisions
(7).
Benefits:

Increases Awareness

Considerations: Overuse can reduce effectiveness
Alberta Practice:

Standard

FIGURE 4.5 STOP AHEAD WARNING SIGN

Important Intersection Ahead
Description:
Providing an Important Intersection Ahead
warning sign (WA-114), on either the minor or major road,
informs drivers that they are approaching an important cross
road.
Drivers should be particularly attentive when
approaching the intersection and should be prepared to stop
for a STOP sign or crossing traffic. Important Intersection
Ahead warning signs can be oversized to increase visibility
and emphasis.
Effectiveness: Can reduce collision frequency.
Benefits:

- Improves Intersection Conspicuity
- Increases Awareness

Considerations: Overuse can reduce effectiveness
Alberta Practice: Standard on major road only
(oversized experimental)

FIGURE 4.6 IMPORTANT INTERSECTION AHEAD
HAMILTON-FINN
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Stop Line or Wider Stop Line
Pavement Marking
Description: A stop line indicates the point where a
vehicle must stop in compliance with a STOP sign (5). If
a stop line is already provided then increasing the width
can provide additional emphasis. The Stop line is
typically between 300 and 600mm wide.
Effectiveness:
collisions (6).
Benefits:

10 to 25 percent reduction in related

Improves STOP Sign Visibility

Considerations: Ineffective during snow cover
Alberta Practice: Standard

FIGURE 4.7 STOP LINE OR WIDER STOP LINE PAVEMENT MARKING

STOP Pavement Message
Description: STOP pavement messages are used to
supplement the stop line by emphasizing the stop
location.
Effectiveness:
collisions (6).
Benefits:

5 to 10 percent reduction in related

Improves STOP Sign Visibility

Considerations: Ineffective during snow cover
Alberta Practice: Standard

FIGURE 4.8 STOP PAVEMENT MESSAGE
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STOP AHEAD Pavement Message
Description: STOP AHEAD Pavement messages are
provided at or near the STOP AHEAD sign location. The
pavement message provides additional warning, located
in the driver’s field of vision, of the impending STOPcontrol.
Effectiveness: Can reduce collision frequency.
Benefits:

Increases Awareness

Considerations: Ineffective during snow cover
Alberta Practice: Standard

FIGURE 4.9 STOP AHEAD PAVEMENT MESSAGE

Rumble Strips
Description: Transverse rumble strips are used to alert
drivers of the need to stop by providing an audible and
tactile warning.
Effectiveness:
collisions (7).
Benefits:

40 to 60 percent reduction of related

- Increases Awareness
- Reduces speeds

Considerations:
- possible issues for motorcycles
- susceptible to damage from ploughs
- become less effective when worn
Alberta Practice: Standard

FIGURE 4.10 RUMBLE STRIPS
HAMILTON-FINN
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Median STOP Sign
Description: Providing a supplementary STOP sign
located on the median improves driver visibility,
especially for left-turn and through vehicles.
Effectiveness: Can reduce collision frequency.
Benefits:

Improves STOP Sign Visibility

Considerations: May requires road widening.
Raised median is a fixed object
hazard. Possible sight obstruction.
Alberta Practice: Standard

FIGURE 4.11 MEDIAN STOP SIGN

Overhead Mast Arm STOP Sign

STOP
Description: Placing a STOP Sign on an overhead mast
arm places the sign directly in the driver’s field of view.
The configuration might command greater attention due
to the placement (8).
Effectiveness: Can reduce collision frequency.
Benefits:

Improves STOP Sign Visibility

Considerations: - Should only be considered in addition
to right-side placement.
- Height can limit reflectivity
effectiveness.
Alberta Practice: Non-existent

FIGURE 4.12 OVERHEAD MAST ARM STOP SIGN
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Flashing Red Beacon
Description: Flashing red beacons are provided to
highlight the presence of a hazard, to emphasize the
STOP-control, and to illuminate and command attention
to the STOP sign (8).
Effectiveness:
collisions (8).
Benefits:

20 to 40 percent reduction in related

Improves STOP Sign Visibility

Considerations: Overuse can reduce effectiveness.
Possible burnout/malfunction.
Alberta Practice: Standard

FIGURE 4.13 FLASHING RED BEACON

BlinkerSTOP®
Description: BlinkerSTOP® signs incorporate the use of
flashing LEDs to enhance the visibility of the STOP sign
(20). Eight red LEDs are located on the corners of the
sign. In combination, the LEDs convey the shape of a
STOP Sign further enhancing the STOP-control.
Effectiveness: At least as effective as the flashing
beacon (20 to 40 percent reduction of related collisions).
Benefits:

Improves STOP Sign Visibility

Considerations:
- Overuse can reduce effectiveness
- New device might confuse some drivers
Alberta Practice: Experimental

FIGURE 4.14 BLINKERSTOP
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Overhead Intersection Flasher
Description: At critical locations, advance warning flashers (and
corresponding STOP sign flashers) can be supplemented with
overhead intersection flashers. Amber flashers are provided for
through traffic and red flashers are provided for the STOPcontrolled approach.
Effectiveness: 30 to 50 percent reduction in related collisions (7).
Benefits:

Improves Intersection Conspicuity

Considerations:
- High implementation costs.
- Possible confusion, particularly on uncontrolled approach.
- Possible burnout/malfunction.
Alberta Practice: Experimental

FIGURE 4.15 OVERHEAD INTERSECTION FLASHER
Traffic-Actuated Warning System
Description: Warns drivers of the presence of conflicting vehicles
on the cross street approaches using real time information.
Sensors on the road detect traffic and display a warning to
vehicles on the cross road. The system can be used to warn
vehicles on both the minor and major roadways.
Effectiveness: Approximately 35 to 40 percent reduction in traffic
conflicts (19).
Benefits:

- Improves Intersection Visibility
- Increases Awareness
- Improves Traffic Operations

Considerations:
Requires education program.
Could detract from the STOP control or influence
behaviour at other locations.
Takes the onus off the driver, which is critical.
Susceptible to malfunction in detection or display
characteristics.
Alberta Practice: Non-existent

FIGURE 4.16 TRAFFIC-ACTUATED WARNING SYSTEM
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Speed Limit Reduction
Description: Reducing the posted speed limit in the
vicinity of an intersection can be used to lower vehicle
speeds in advance of an intersection, alert drivers of the
possible need to STOP and increase stopping sight
distances (8).
Effectiveness: Can reduce collision frequency and
severity.
Benefits:

- Reduces Speeds
- Increases Awareness

Considerations:
- Drivers may disregard the posted speed
- speed variations might occur
Alberta Practice: Experimental

FIGURE 4.17 SPEED LIMIT REDUCTION

Offset Minor Legs of Intersection

Effectiveness:
collisions (7).
Benefits

STOP

Description:
Offsetting the minor leg approaches
physically forces drivers to stop or slow to a safe turning
speed.
55 to 70 percent reduction of related

- Increases Awareness
STOP

Considerations: - May create more rear-end collisions for
traffic wishing to continue along the controlled roadway.
Direction of offset should also be considered.
Alberta Practice: Experimental

FIGURE 4.18 OFFSET MINOR LEGS OF INTERSECTION
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Curve on Approach
Description:
Implementing a curve on the STOPcontrolled approach can be used to alert drivers and
physically reduce travel speeds (8).
Effectiveness:
severity.
Benefits:

Can reduce collision frequency and

- Reduces Speeds
- Increases Awareness
- Improves STOP sign visibility (in some
cases)

Considerations: Could result in an increase of off-road
collisions
Alberta Practice: Experimental

FIGURE 4.19 CURVE ON APPROACH

Median or Splitter Islands on Approach
Description: Providing a median or splitter islands on
the STOP-controlled approaches can reduce vehicle
speeds. The median or splitter island also provides a
visual cue to highlight the intersection.
Effectiveness: 20 to 30 percent reduction of related
collisions (7).
Benefits:

- Reduces Speeds
- Increases Awareness

Considerations: May create fixed object hazard
Alberta Practice: Experimental

FIGURE 4.20 MEDIAN OR SPLITTER ISLANDS ON APPROACH
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Narrow Approach
Description: Narrowing the STOP-controlled approach,
either physically or through the use of pavement
markings, can reduce vehicle speeds by creating a pinch
point.
Effectiveness:
collisions (7).
Benefits:

Up to a 10% reduction in related

- Reduces Speeds
- Increases Awareness

Considerations:
Can also reduce sight restrictions
caused by lane channelization on the approach, but the
need for channelization should be considered.
Alberta Practice: Non-existent

FIGURE 4.21 NARROW APPROACH
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4.2

Risk Factors

The extent of STOP-control enhancements to be provided is based on the risk
concept. The higher the risk, the more treatment an intersection is likely to
require. Risk is a function of a range of factors. Several of these factors can be
reduced or eliminated at the planning and design stage, hence precluding the
need for extensive treatments. Note that the risk factors should cover the
assumed area of influence. Typically, at four-legged intersections, the risk
factors will vary for each of the two STOP-controlled approaches; therefore, they
should be evaluated separately. The factors that the study team identified to
suitably cover the range in the prevailing or potential risk are as follows:
1. Proximity of the Preceding Stop Condition. This refers to the distance from the
intersection to the preceding STOP sign or traffic signal. It can provide a
possible indication of the driver’s attentiveness and expectation of the need to
stop.
2. Speed Limit on STOP-controlled approach. Travel speeds on the STOPcontrolled approach influence both the perception / reaction time to STOPcontrol enhancements and the severity of a potential collision involving a STOP
sign violation.
3. Speed Limit on uncontrolled approach. Travel speeds on the uncontrolled
approach would affect the severity of a collision involving a vehicle from the
cross street.
4. Distraction Factor. Several other factors can compete with the STOP control
for the driver’s attention. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
32

nearby driveways, intersections and railway crossings
commercial and recreational signing
nearby buildings, businesses, schools or playgrounds
pedestrian and bicycle activity
appealing natural scenery
other light sources (at night)
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The distraction factor is a subjective measure of the extent to which the above
factors compete with the driver’s attention at the intersection.
5. Intersection Sight Distance. This is an indication of the sight lines between
traffic on the STOP-controlled approach and conflicting traffic on the
uncontrolled approach. The sight distance could be constrained by changes in
horizontal or vertical alignment, vegetation or objects. Camouflage caused by
background vegetation could also be a factor.
6. Intersection Conspicuity. The conspicuity of an intersection could be different
than the visibility of conflicting traffic. For example, in situations where a cross
vehicle is not visible to through traffic (due to sight obstructions, dark conditions
or headlight malfunction), the presence of the intersection can alert traffic on the
uncontrolled roadway of the possibility of traffic crossing their path. Factors
such as subtle changes in the alignment could also significantly affect
intersection conspicuity, even if the intersection meets sight distance
requirements. Conspicuity is generally a more stringent criterion than visibility.
7. Minor Approach Queues. The presence of queues on the STOP-controlled
approach can potentially affect a motorist’s behaviour at the STOP location.
First, delays in the queue caused by preceding vehicles awaiting adequate gaps
in traffic can cause impatience and lower the driver’s tolerance to stopping or
gap acceptance. The “tag along” phenomena that is common in the presence
of two or more vehicles at the cross road can also affect the ability to accept a
gap.
8. Proportion of Trucks. The presence of heavy trucks can influence both the
likelihood and potential severity of a collision. Trucks have greater difficulty both
accelerating to accept gaps and decelerating to evade crossing traffic. At
divided highway intersections, trucks may need to complete the manoeuvre
across both directions of a highway in a single movement.
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9. Driver Profile Factor. Collisions involving stop sign violations or failures to
yield are typically over-represented among the oldest and youngest drivers in
the population. In particular, older drivers have a greater propensity to miss the
traffic control or to inaccurately judge the size of gaps and speed in conflicting
traffic. Younger drivers are generally less experienced, less attentive and more
aggressive. The driver profile factor is a subjective measure, based on the
knowledge of the driving population or residency in the area. If these factors are
unknown, this factor can be taken as average. If for example there is a large
seniors housing development in the area, this might be considered above
average or high.
10. Uncontrolled Approach Laning. The laning on the uncontrolled approaches
to the intersection determines in large part the level of difficulty for drivers on the
STOP-controlled to accept adequate gaps. This is attributed to the longer
crossing distance, the greater complexity in judging movements in multiple lane
movements and the possible sight obstructions caused by traffic in the closer
lanes. The uncontrolled approach laning is based on the number of lanes that
must be crossed per stage. If the median width on a divided highway is large
enough to provide refuge for a crossing vehicle then the road can be crossed in
two stages.
11. Relative Approach Width. Physical changes in the roadway are more often
taken by drivers as cues of changing conditions than traffic control devices.
Roads that are relatively straight and flat that appear wider than the cross road
may give the motorist on the STOP-controlled approach the false perception that
they are in fact on the uncontrolled approach. In some cases, wide shoulders
on the STOP-controlled approach can contribute to this misperception. In these
cases, road narrowings or greater redundancy in the traffic control can attempt
to compensate for this phenomenon.
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12. STOP-Controlled Approach Traffic Volume.
The exposure to risk at an
intersection increases with traffic volume. At locations with higher volumes
approaching the STOP sign, a higher frequency of incidents involving the failure
to stop or entering the intersection when it is unsafe can be expected. This
measure considers only the traffic volume on the approach being evaluated, as
it is assumed that the traffic volume on the opposite cross-street has a negligible
effect on stop compliance and gap acceptance.
13. Uncontrolled Roadway Traffic Volume. The exposure to risk is higher when
traffic volumes on the uncontrolled roadway are higher. In addition, higher
volume reduces the size of crossing gaps. As a result, the chances of a vehicle
entering the intersection from the minor road being struck by a vehicle on the
uncontrolled road increases. The uncontrolled roadway traffic volume is taken
as the summation of the traffic volumes on both uncontrolled intersection
approaches.
For intersections that are in-service (i.e. already in operation), two other factors
should be considered when determining the need for STOP-control
enhancements: collision frequency and collision severity.
14. Collision Frequency. The historical collision frequency provides a tangible
indication of an intersection’s collision risk, particularly if a trend has persisted
over a number of years. It is recommended that the collision frequency over the
most recent five years be taken as the collision frequency estimate. This value
should then be compared to the expected collision frequency. The expected
collision frequency can be estimated by considering key geometric and
operational factors. For example, entering traffic volumes, approach laning and
the presence of median separation can be considered. The greatest correlation
has been found to exist between collisions and entering traffic volumes and
collisions. In the recent study for C-TEP on Developing Alberta-Based Collision
Prediction Models (Hamilton-Finn, August 2005), the equation in TABLE 4.1 was
established to estimate the collision frequency at rural, unsignalized, four-legged
STOP-controlled intersections. The equation is based on data from 141
intersections where both the collision and traffic volume data was available.
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TABLE 4.1 COLLISION PREDICTION EQUATION
Collisions per year = a0 * V1^a1 * V2 ^a2
a0 = 0.00486956
a1 = 0.07241
a2 = 0.8319
V1 = Major AADT (Two Way)
V2 = Minor AADT (Two Way)
Sample Size = 141

15. Collision Severity. Collision severity is also an important indicator of collision
risk. Collision severity is typically higher in collisions that involve high speeds,
heavy vehicles and right-angle side-impact collisions. The collision severity can
be assessed based on the proportion of injuries and fatalities. For example, in
Alberta, 45% of all injuries at rural STOP-controlled intersections result in injury
or fatality.
In addition to collision frequency and severity, STOP compliance can provide an
indication of the collision risk. Since STOP-compliance surveys are labourintensive to conduct and often with inconclusive results, these should be treated
only as a confirmatory measure of the collision risk.

4.3

Risk Assessment

A scoring method was established to systematically consider the above 15
factors when assessing the need for STOP-control enhancements. The method
allows the user to consider only the factors that are appropriate for the stage of
the intersection’s life-cycle. The first 13 factors (physical and operational
factors) are applicable during all stages, while the last two factors (collision
frequency and severity) are applicable at the in-service stage only. If collision
data is not available for an in-service review, the intersection can be evaluated
using the first 13 factors only.
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The scoring method is to be applied to each leg of the STOP-controlled
roadway.
The scoring is done separately for each leg because the
characteristics of each leg can vary significantly. Therefore, the STOP-control
enhancements required for each leg may be very different. The risk factors are
listed in TABLE 4.2.
To properly weigh the range of factors in the scoring system, the “relative
importance” was identified as “higher” or “lower” for each factor, based on
whether it was thought to have the potential to affect the collision frequency
only, the collision severity only, or both. Factors that influence both frequency
and severity were given twice the importance in the scoring system, as follows:
•
•

For the “lower importance” factors: A=1 point, B=3 points, C=5 points
For the “higher importance” factors: A=2 points, B=6 points, C=10
points

Once the risk assessment is complete and the relative importance is considered,
the scores for the 13 factors (or 15 in the case of in-service intersections) are
summed, and the total score determines the enhancement level to consider
providing.
TABLE 4.2 RISK ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK

RISK FACTOR

INFLUENCE ON
COLLISION RISK
Frequency

1. Proximity of the preceding stop
condition

√

2. Speed limit on STOP-controlled
approach

√

3. Speed limit on uncontrolled
approach

√

4. Distraction factor
(subjective: see description in text)

√
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RELATIVE
IMPORTANCE

RISK ASSESSMENT

Severity
Lower

(A) < 1 km (1 point)
(B) 1 km – 5 km (3 points)
(C) > 5 km (5 points)

√

Higher

(A) <= 70 km/h (2 points)
(B) 71 km/h – 99 km/h (6 points)
(C) >= 100 km/h (10 points)

√

Higher

(A) <= 80 km/h (2 points)
(B) 81-99 km/h (6 points)
(C) >=100 km/h (10 points)

Lower

(A) Low (1 point)
(B) Moderate (3 points)
(C) High (5 points)
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Higher

(A) Exceeds standard (2 points)
(B) Meets standard (6 points)
(C) Below standard (10 points)

√

Lower

(A) Clear (1 point)
(B) Partial (3 points)
(C) Restricted (5 points)

7. Minor Approach Queues

√

Lower

(A) Rare (1 point)
(B) Occasional (3 points)
(C) Frequent (5 points)

8. Proportion of Trucks

√

√

Higher

(A) <10% (2 points)
(B) 10-20% (6 points)
(C) >20% (10 points)

9. Driver Profile (% older/
younger/unfamiliar users)

√

√

Higher

(A) Average (2 points)
(B) Above average (6 points)
(C) High (10 points)

10. Uncontrolled Approach Laning

√

Lower

(A) 1 lane to cross per stage (1 point)
(B) 2 lanes to cross per stage (3 points)
(C) 3+ lanes to cross per stage (5 points)

11. Relative Approach Width
(minor compared to major)

√

Lower

(A) Narrower (1 point)
(B) Similar (3 points)
(C) Wider (5 points)

12. STOP-Controlled Approach
Traffic Volume

√

√

Higher

(A) < 500 vehicles (2 points)
(B) 500-1,000 vehicles (6 points)
(C) >1,000 vehicles (10 points)

13. Uncontrolled Roadway Traffic
Volume

√

√

Higher

(A) < 2,000 (2 points)
(B) 2,000-5,000 (6 points)
(C) > 5,000 (10 points)

14. Crash frequency
(for in-service only)

Higher

(A) Actual < Predicted by >20% (2 pts)
(B) Actual within 20% of Predicted (6 pts)
(C) Actual > Predicted by >20% (10 pts)

15. Crash severity
(for in-service only)

Higher

(A) < 45% Injury/Fatal Collisions (2 pts)
(B) 45-60% Injury/Fatal Collisions (6 pts)
(C) >60% Injury/Fatal Collisions (10 pts)

5. Intersection Sight distance

√

6. Intersection Conspicuity

4.4

√

Enhancement Levels and Treatments

Five different levels of enhancement were developed to treat the intersection
depending on the assessed risk. The point totals range from 20 to 100 at the
planning and design stage and between 24 and 120 at the in-service stage. The
enhancement level thresholds are summarized in TABLE 4.3.
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TABLE 4.3 LEVEL OF ENHANCEMENT THRESHOLDS

SUGGESTED ENHANCEMENT
LEVEL (PLANNING/DESIGN
STAGE: BASED ON FACTORS 1-13)

SUGGESTED ENHANCEMENT
LEVEL
(IN-SERVICE STAGE: BASED ON
FACTORS 1-15)

49 points or below

2

1

50-59 points

3

2

60-69 points

4

3

70-89 points

4

4

90 points or above

5

5

SCORE

Each level contains a combination of measures that is expected to provide an
incremental improvement over the previous level. For each subsequent level,
additional measures are added (for example, rumble strips) or existing devices
are upgraded (for example, STOP sign size or reflectivity). In some cases, one
of two proposed alternative treatments can be selected. For example, in Level 4,
the STOP sign can be enhanced by either adding a beacon or by installing a
BlinkerSTOP® sign but the two would never be used in conjunction.
While this procedure provides general guidelines for the reference of
practitioners, engineering judgement should be exercised to verify that the
results are reasonable. In particular, site-specific characteristics, such as the
surrounding road network and geometry and the compatibility with the traffic
control at other intersections in the vicinity and in the region should be reviewed
to ensure the recommended enhancements are appropriate.
In general, this procedure will require that intersections of a more advanced
geometric treatment (i.e. “Type”) typically receive more STOP control
enhancements, due to such risk factors as the major street traffic volume,
number of lanes and speed limit. However, the STOP control enhancement
procedure takes into account several other factors further away from the
intersection, that are expected to affect driver behaviour at the intersection.
Therefore, there will not necessarily be a correlation between the Intersection
Type and the STOP-control enhancement Treatment Level.
HAMILTON-FINN
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The five enhancement levels are described in sections A through F, and typical
sketches of the combinations of enhancements within each level are provided in
FIGURES 4.22 through 4.26. The enhancements are based on the devices that
already exist in Alberta or those identified by the study team as effective
supplementary devices. Where Alberta Infrastructure and Transportation might
prefer to experiment with other measures, some of the devices in the Toolbox
(APPENDIX D) can be substituted where appropriate. TABLE 4.4 provides a
summary of the proposed five enhancement levels and the associated
treatments.

A.

Level 1: “Basic” Treatment

Level 1 provides the most basic treatment. A STOP sign should be provided at
all intersections with a rural or township road classification. A STOP line and
centreline should be considered for all fully paved Type II or higher intersections.

B.

Level 2: “Basic Plus” Treatment

Level 2 includes the Level 1 treatments plus supplementary pavement markings,
the option to increase the STOP sign size, a STOP Ahead sign (as per the
MUTCDC guidelines), advance street name signs on the major and optional
message markings.

C.

Level 3: “Enhanced” Treatment

Level 3 provides additional enhancements to the standardized and traditional
traffic control devices. This includes rumble strips and alternate stop sign
configurations.
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D.

Level 4: “Special” Treatment

Level 4 includes special treatments reserved for highly problematic locations. It
generally provides the maximum enhancements before considering an
alternative traffic control scheme or focusing more on enforcement and
educational strategies. This includes the largest STOP sign size, the maximum
reflectivity grade and the use of a flashing device (traditional beacon or newer
technology) and additional warning on the major approach. The option of
providing a reduced speed zone on the major road could also be considered.
However, the expected compliance and speed differential would have to be
evaluated. Reducing speeds on the uncontrolled roadway increases the
available stopping sight distance and reduces the severity of collisions.
Although the “IMPORTANT INTERSECTION AHEAD” sign is included in Levels 4
and 5 for the major road, its use is generally discouraged along the minor road
due to vast array of other enhancements that can be provided on the STOP
controlled approaches. It is recommended that the effectiveness of this warning
sign be discussed and evaluated by Alberta Infrastructure and Transportation.
Other enhancements that can be considered at this level are the enlargement
and reflectorization of warning signs.

E.

Level 5: “Maximum” Treatment

Level 5 looks at operational and geometric changes. These are described in
more detail in the Toolbox (APPENDIX D). These are relatively innovative and
have not been proven over a number of years for this type of application.
Therefore, they should only be exercised with caution, and only if an all-way
STOP, signalization, roundabout or grade-separation are not warranted.
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The option of providing a reduced speed zone on the major and/or minor road
should also be considered at this stage. The expected compliance and speed
variance would have to be evaluated before implementing this. Reducing the
speed limit on the minor approaches can provide a cue for motorists that a
potential hazard is approaching. In addition, motorists travelling at a slower
speed require less stopping sight distance and are theoretically more likely to
stop at the STOP sign.
Possible operational and geometric changes include providing a curve on the
approach, narrowing the approach, or installing a real-time warning system. If it
is determined that additional STOP-control enhancements will not significantly
improve the collision risk then the traffic control scheme should be reviewed. If
numerous STOP-control enhancements are required at an intersection it is
possible that the intersection requires an alternate treatment such as an all-way
STOP, signalization, roundabout or grade separation.
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TABLE 4.4 SUMMARY OF ENHANCEMENTS FOR EACH LEVEL
1
STOP SIGN SIZE (diameter in cm)
60X60
75X75
90X90
120X120
150X150
REFLECTIVITY
High Intensity
Diamond Grade
Reflective Strip

√
√*

√

Centre Line
Wider STOP Bar
STOP Message
STOP Ahead Message
Rumble Strips
STOP SIGN PLACEMENT
Both Sides/Median
Overhead
BEACONS/SIGN ILLUMINATION/BLINKERSTOP
Above STOP Sign / Blinkerstop Sign

√
√*

√

3

√
√*

√*
√*

4

5

√
√*

√

√
√

√
√

√
√

ADDITIONAL SIGNS
Advance Street Name Signs
STOP Ahead
Important Intersection Ahead
PAVEMENT MARKINGS/TEXTURE
STOP Bar

2

√
√

√
√

√
√
√

√
√
√

√
√

√
√

√*
√*

√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√

√

√

√

Overhead Flashers
OPERATIONAL AND GEOMETRIC CHANGES
Speed Limit Reduction
√*
Traffic Actuated Warning System
Curve on Approach
Median or Splitter Islands on Approach
Narrow Approach
Offset Minor Legs of Intersection
* Optional enhancement
Note: several of the enhancements at the higher levels can replace some of the lower level
enhancements. These details can be verified on a case-by-case basis.
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MAJOR STREET

STOP

60x60 or 75x75 STOP sign
(High Intensity)

Optional STOP bar
and Centreline

FIGURE 4.22 ENHANCEMENT LEVEL 1: “BASIC” TREATMENT
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MAJOR STREET

RR 123

STOP

STOP

75x75 or 90x90 STOP sign
(High Intensity)

Advance street
name signs
Optional pavement messages

STOP bar and Centreline

AHEAD
STOP

STOP Ahead sign

FIGURE 4.23 ENHANCEMENT LEVEL 2: “BASIC PLUS” TREATMENT
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MAJOR STREET
Alternate STOP
sign configuration
90x90 or 120x120 STOP sign

RR 123

STOP

STOP (High Intensity)
Reflective Strip
Rumble
strips

AHEAD
STOP

FIGURE 4.24 ENHANCEMENT LEVEL 3: “ENHANCED” TREATMENT
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Alternate STOP
sign configurations
Wider STOP bar

RR 123

IMPORTANT

AHEAD

INTERSECTION

STOP

STOP

120x120 or 150x150
STOP sign with beacon
(Diamond Grade)
or BLINKERSTOP sign

STOP

Intersection Warning Sign
AHEAD
STOP

FIGURE 4.25 ENHANCEMENT LEVEL 4: “SPECIAL” TREATMENT
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FIGURE 4.26 ENHANCEMENT LEVEL 5: “MAXIMUM” TREATMENT
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The replacement of previous devices and the selection of options for devices
that fulfil the same purpose are important elements to consider in the
progression to the next level of control, in order to limit the amount of sign clutter
and the possible addition of fixed objects and sight obstructions that could
result.
Other treatments that can help to address failure to yield collisions were
excluded from this list because there are recognized and well-defined warrants
already associated with them. These warrants directly or indirectly take into
account the risk of right-angle collisions but consider a broader range of
geometric or operational issues. These measures include illumination, four-way
stop control and signalization.
Some of the treatment levels can be modified if there is a particular deficiency
that can only be directly addressed with a particular enhancement. Guidelines
for the use of specific devices in the MUTCDC have been highlighted in Section
3.0 of this report. For example, if there is a sight constraint to the STOP sign, a
STOP Ahead sign should be provided, regardless of the proposed treatment
level. Other measures are considered standard for all rural intersections of a
certain treatment Type, for example delineator posts.
Based on the results of the previous phases of this study, it is also important to
consider the relationship between the treatment and the specific problem that
needs to be addressed, particularly for in-service intersections for which the
collision causes are well known. While is it generally difficult in the collision data
to distinguish “failure to stop at the stop sign” collisions from “entered when
unsafe” collisions, if further investigation or future changes to the report form
make it possible to determine the driver action, then the treatments can be
selected accordingly.
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4.5

Case Studies

The warrant procedure was tested by applying it to 19 intersections that were
selected as part of this study (excluding the single four-way STOP location). The
intersections represent the highest collision locations in terms of the frequency,
rate and severity of failure to stop collisions, but provide a diverse selection with
respect to the other risk factors identified in Section 4.2 as well as the current
treatments.
The results of the analysis of the procedure are summarized in TABLE 4.5. In
addition to the resulting enhancement level, the “existing level of enhancement”
is also indicated, which is an approximation of the current treatment, based
primarily on the existence of the following key enhancements:
•
•
•

Level 2: Oversize STOP sign or STOP Ahead Sign
Level 3: Rumble Strips or Alternate STOP Sign Configuration
Level 4: Flashing Beacon above STOP sign

Based on the proposed scoring system:
•
•
•

9 intersections may require an upgrade in STOP-control enhancements;
3 intersections may require a downgrade; and
7 intersections may require only minor modifications.

The results of the testing were reviewed for reasonableness based on our
intimate knowledge of the sites. The results indicated that some of the minor
approach treatments may be less necessary at locations where most collisions
are known to be the result of inadequate gap acceptance after stopping.
Although the STOP-control enhancements do not directly address the issue of
gap acceptance, they can still provide an indication that the intersection is
important, which might cause drivers approaching the STOP sign to be more
cautious when entering or crossing the intersection.
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TABLE 4.5 RESULTS OF APPLICATION OF PROPOSED WARRANTS

On Highway Intersecting Street

Suggested
Level of
Enhancement 1

Existing
Level of
Enhancement 1,2

Suggested Guidance

1

2

7 & 547

4

4

Minor or no modifications

2

60

St. Lawrence Ave

2

1

Upgrade

3

11

781

4

3

Upgrade

4

19

60

2

4

Downgrade

5

1

36

4

4

Minor or no modifications

6

016A

RR 20

4

2

Upgrade

7

2

651

4

3

Upgrade

8

60

Graminia Road

3

2

Upgrade

9

64

685

4

2

Upgrade

10

9

27 & 56

4

4

Minor or no modifications

11

9

21

5

4

Upgrade

12

14

36

4

3

Upgrade

13

64

64A & 682

3

3

Minor or no modifications

14

11

21

3

4

Downgrade

15

23

519

3

4

Downgrade

16

25

845

3

3

Minor or no modifications

17

2A

7

4

4

Minor or no modifications

18

1

791

4

3

Upgrade

19

795

Glen Park Road

3

3

Minor or no modifications

1. Where enhancements vary on the opposite approaches, for simplicity the approach with the the higher level of enhancement is indicated.
2. Approximated based on the existence of key measures associated with the defined levels. See text for details.

4.6

Education and Enforcement

While the engineering strategies that are the focus of this study are proven in
most cases, their ability to compensate for the driver errors and non-compliance
that are often the primary causes of the collisions will always be limited.
Therefore, education and enforcement play a critical role to complement the
engineering strategies.
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A.

Enforcement

In general, the best type of design is that which is “self-enforcing”, such that the
need for continuous and manned enforcement is limited. Some jurisdictions
have experimented with automated enforcement at STOP signs, but the details
of these implementations and results are unknown.
Interviews were held with Alberta Infrastructure and Transportation staff to
determine the current level and practice of enforcement with respect to STOP
sign violations at rural highway intersections. The results indicated that the fines
levied for violations have recently dramatically increased; however, no formal
enforcement programs are currently in place and no information on the impact
of the increase fines was readily available for this study. Alberta Infrastructure
and Transportation staff indicate that police presence at STOP signs is sporadic
and relatively rare.
Research from the United States at STOP-controlled intersections (not restricted
to rural applications) indicated that targeted enforcement programs have be
found to result in decreases in violations of between 23 and 83 percent (21).
However, the safety effectiveness of such decreases in violation rates has not
been quantified.
Enforcement agencies have generally found that the
effectiveness of increased enforcement at specific locations has a relatively short
duration of effectiveness - measured in days or weeks rather than months or
years.
Most Canadian experience has also indicated that enforcement programs
(including speed and red-light enforcement) are typically effective at the targeted
locations only, and during the times of enforcement only. The impact is
significantly lower at other location and outside the active periods of
enforcement.
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B.

Education

Interviews with the Province indicated that they have not specifically conducted
any educational campaigns with respect to behaviour at STOP-controlled rural
intersections.
Besides the general public education for STOP control, focused education may
be required whenever new operational devices are introduced, for example
revisions to the intersection traffic control roundabouts, conversion to 4-way stop
control or a real-time warning system. This will include education through the
media and on site. On-site, this may include specific signs informing the driving
public that there is a change in the traffic control, and informing them how to
safely negotiate the intersection. In general, education is more effective when it
is started early, concentrated and repeated.
For new installation of the more minor STOP control enhancements with
symbols, text-based tabs can be provided below the signs to clarify their
meaning. This may include, for example STOP AHEAD or DIVIDED HIGHWAY.
In addition, the use of tabs below the STOP signs has been experimented with,
particularly with the objective of emphasizing that cross-street traffic does not
stop (particularly in areas where several all-way stops exist). These have
demonstrated limited effectiveness and can present other issues, as described
in Section 3.0. The MUTCDC permits the use of educational tabs for a period of
six months following new installations.
Certain enhancements can also be emphasized with the use of flags. As
described in APPENDIX E, flags are installed in some jurisdictions like
Saskatchewan to emphasize new installations. Flags were observed to be
attached to the STOP Ahead sign at one location in Alberta.
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4.7

Implementation Strategy

In order to effectively reduce collisions at STOP controlled intersections in the
Province, a suggested implementation strategy was developed by the project
team. The strategy incorporates the procedures described in this study into the
Department’s existing processes. The strategy seeks to achieve efficiencies by
representing an extension of the scope of existing studies/reviews. It also
attempts to minimize the need for additional data collection and to strengthen
the pro-active component of the Province’s collision prevention strategy.
The selection/analysis of high-risk locations and STOP control enhancements
can be conducted at multiple stages. Some specific suggestions for each stage
of the roadway/project life cycle are as follows:

A.

Planning Stage

At the planning stage, the concepts discussed in this report could be applied
when conducting functional planning for a corridor or a road network. At this
stage, the appropriateness of two-way STOP control is determined, versus, for
example, four-way STOP control, roundabouts, YIELD control, signal control or
grade separation.
Where two-way STOP control is selected, to minimize the risk of STOP sign
collisions, the planning team should seek to provide some consistency in the
selection of traffic control among the intersections. Reversing the two-way
STOP control and conversions to four-way STOP control should only be
exercised with great caution. Differences from what the driving public is
accustomed to should be minimized (particularly the removal of STOP signs).
Where such differences are implemented, they need to be accompanied by
sufficient warning, education and enforcement. Consistency along corridors in
terms of the spacing of STOP signs should be sought where feasible.
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Although the enhancement procedure itself is not usually conducted at the
planning stage, a road authority might still use the hierarchy system to decide,
for example, that all intersections should be designed such that only treatments
up to a certain Enhancement Level are required.

B.

Design Stage

At the design stage, the intersection traffic control for each intersection will
typically have been decided upon, hopefully keeping in mind some of the
considerations described above, such that the most appropriate form of traffic
control is chosen.
At the preliminary design stage, the characteristics of the area and the
intersection, apart from the STOP control enhancements, will likely have been
decided upon. Once the intersection traffic control is decided, the easier it will
be for designers to include features that support the STOP-control arrangement.
Key geometric features that can be implemented to reduce right-angle collisions
include, for example, narrow or curved approaches, median refuge or
illumination.
At this stage, it is expected that the key risk factors identified in Section 4.2 can
be assessed. Collision information is not applicable, but it is expected that most
or all of the data required for the other 13 inputs will be available. Therefore, the
procedure can be run at this stage. One of the objectives of the analysis should
be to limit the need for STOP control enhancements by addressing the risk
factors in a more pro-active manner (i.e. based on the “less is more”
philosophy). For example, if it is estimated that the speed limit or the available
sight lines from the minor road might increase the chances and severity of
collisions, and a speed reduction or sight line correction is within the range of
feasible solutions, implementing these may preclude the need for compensating
for these risks through the installation of other enhancements such as rumble
strips or STOP Ahead signs.
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For new intersections, or when upgrades are being planned to individual STOPcontrolled intersections, the procedure can be applied by the Design Team. It
can also be used as part of a Road Safety Audit, where the objective is to
minimize the frequency and severity of collisions, to determine if the proposed
enhancements as part of a design are appropriate to minimize the collision risk.
C.

In-service Stage: Network Screening

Alberta Infrastructure and Transportation annually screens the highway network
to identify locations that exceed a certain collision frequency threshold. This
likely highlights several of the locations where STOP sign collisions are overrepresented.
However, since STOP sign collisions are among the most severe crash types
and account for a significant proportion of the collisions at rural highway
intersections, the Province may wish to screen the highway network separately
for this collision type or driver action.
A process similar to that used in this study (described in Progress Report #1 in
APPENDIX B) could be used for ranking the intersections. The measures used
could include the frequency, rate, proportion, or severity of STOP-sign related
collisions. If network screening is conducted, Alberta Infrastructure and
Transportation could establish thresholds for these measures and extract
locations that exceed these thresholds to review their STOP-control
enhancements. Alternatively, if budgets need to be more consistent, a specified
number of the top ranked intersections per year could be selected for this
analysis.
Besides the network screening based on the collision data, the Province may
wish to identify a certain number of intersections each year to determine the
appropriateness of the STOP control enhancements. This will reduce the
reliance on the sometimes unreliable collision data, and represent a more proactive approach to reducing STOP sign violation collisions. If it becomes
feasible to conduct STOP compliance surveys, this could then also be used as a
screening tool other than the collision data-related measures.
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D.

In-Service Stage: Road Safety Reviews

The Province currently conducts the following in-service road safety reviews:




Routine Safety Assessments (Regionally commissioned)
Detailed Safety Assessments (Regionally commissioned)
In-Service Road Safety Reviews (Regionally or Centrally commissioned)

Due to the relatively quick procedure presented in this report and the availability
of most of the data for the inputs as part of the above studies, it is suggested
that the procedure be conducted as part of these reviews. Since these reviews
attempt to address all collision types at the intersection, the results of the STOP
control enhancement guidelines should be interpreted with the objective of
improving the overall safety of the intersection. For example, if the key issue at
the intersection is the lack of left-turn gaps into the minor street, then the
implications of providing or removing STOP control enhancements on the major
street left-turn movements would need to be carefully reviewed. As part of a
detailed in-service review, it may also be easier to establish whether the STOP
sign collisions occurred as a result of accepting an unsafe gap or failing to stop,
and the appropriate treatments in the Toolbox can be selected accordingly.
FIGURE 4.27 illustrates when the STOP-control enhancements should be
evaluated during an intersections life-cycle.

4.8

Summary

The guidelines presented in Section 4.0 are expected to reduce the frequency
and severity of collisions at rural STOP-controlled intersections in the province.
The guidelines provide a systematic decision-making process to ensure
adequate STOP-control enhancements and greater uniformity among
intersections. The guidelines can be run at any stage of the roadway life cycle
including the planning and design stages.
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The STOP-control enhancement guidelines should be incorporated into Alberta
Infrastructure and Transportation’s standards to increase the continuity between
similar STOP-controlled intersection approaches. Alberta Infrastructure and
Transportation might wish to further evaluate the effectiveness of other STOPcontrol enhancements used in different jurisdictions and described in the
toolbox of this report.

Identify features that reduce the need for
STOP-control enhancements
Determine the enhancements to support the
selected traffic control and geometry
Also conduct as a part of the Road Safety Audit

Design

Select the appropriate
traffic control scheme
considering the risk factors
identified in the report

Planning

Roadway
Life
Cycle

Construction

Apply
Guidelines

In-Service

Network Screening
Identify the locations with
high STOP sign collision risks.
Screen STOP-controlled
intersections for consistency in
enhancements.

In-Service Reviews
The guidelines should be run
when conducting:
Safety Assessments
(routine and detailed)
Detailed Road Safety Reviews

FIGURE 4.27 IMPLEMENTATION OF STOP-CONTROL ENHANCEMENT
GUIDELINES WITHIN THE ROADWAY/PROJECT LIFE CYCLE
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Oversized STOP Sign
Description: Oversized STOP Signs (RA-1) are used
where the physical characteristics, collision experience
or traffic speeds indicate that a standard sign would be
insufficient (5). The larger sizes, including 900mm x
900mm, 1200mm x 1200mm and 1500mm x 1500mm,
improve driver visibility.
Effectiveness: Can reduce collision frequency.
Benefits:

Improves STOP Sign Visibility
OVERSIZED STOP SIGN

Considerations: Overuse can reduce effectiveness.
Sign can become sight obstruction.
Alberta Practice: Standard

Highly Retroreflective Signs
Description: High intensity and diamond grade signs are
used for increased reflectivity. New sheeting products
with highly effective reflectivity are constantly entering
the market.
Effectiveness: 30 to 40 percent reduction in related
collisions (15).
Benefits:

Improves STOP Sign Visibility

Alberta Practice: Standard (new installations)
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Elevated STOP Sign
Description: Elevated STOP signs can be used to
ensure adequate visibility of the STOP sign. Elevating
the STOP Sign may overcome visibility constraints
imposed by roadway geometry, surrounding topography
or sign clutter.
Effectiveness: Can reduce collision frequency.
Benefits:

Improves STOP Sign Visibility

Considerations: Height can limit reflectivity
effectiveness.
Alberta Practice: Experimental

ELEVATED STOP SIGN

Median STOP Sign
Description: Providing a supplementary STOP sign
located on the median improves driver visibility,
especially for left-turn and through vehicles.
Effectiveness: Can reduce collision frequency.
Benefits:

Improves STOP Sign Visibility

Considerations: May requires road widening.
Raised median is a fixed object
hazard. Possible sight obstruction.

MEDIAN STOP SIGN

Alberta Practice: Standard
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Overhead Mast Arm STOP Sign

STOP

Description: Placing a STOP Sign on an overhead mast
arm places the sign directly in the driver’s field of view.
The configuration might command greater attention due
to the placement (8).
Effectiveness: Can reduce collision frequency.
Benefits:

Improves STOP Sign Visibility

Considerations: - Should only be considered in addition
to right-side placement.
- Height can limit reflectivity
effectiveness.

OVERHEAD MAST ARM STOP
SIGN

Alberta Practice: Non-existent

STOP Sign Reflective Strip
Description: Providing a reflective strip on the post(s) of
a STOP sign can be used to improve visibility during
dark conditions. The strip may be solid red or consist of
red and white stripes, also known as a “tiger tail”.
Effectiveness: Can reduce collision frequency.
Benefits:

Improves STOP Sign Visibility

Alberta Practice: Experimental
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Flashing Red Beacon
Description: Flashing red beacons are provided to
highlight the presence of a hazard, to emphasize the
STOP-control, and to illuminate and command attention
to the STOP sign (8).
Effectiveness:
collisions (8).
Benefits:

20 to 40 percent reduction in related

Improves STOP Sign Visibility

Considerations: Overuse can reduce effectiveness.
Possible burnout/malfunction.

FLASHING RED BEACON

Alberta Practice: Standard

White Strobe Light
Description: White strobe lights are used to significantly
increase the sight distance of the STOP-control by
emitting a series of high intensity flashes. The strobe
consists of a narrow horizontal tube located in front of a
flashing red beacon.
Effectiveness: Can reduce collision frequency.
Benefits:

Improves STOP Sign Visibility

Considerations: Overuse can reduce effectiveness.
Possible glare/blinding effect unknown.
Possible burnout/malfunction.

WHITE STROBE LIGHT

Alberta Practice: Experimental
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BlinkerSTOP®
Description: BlinkerSTOP® signs incorporate the use of
flashing LEDs to enhance the visibility of the STOP sign
(20). Eight red LEDs are located on the corners of the
sign. In combination, the LEDs convey the shape of a
STOP Sign further enhancing the STOP-control.
Effectiveness: At least as effective as the flashing
beacon (20 to 40 percent reduction of related collisions).
Benefits:

Improves STOP Sign Visibility

Considerations:
- Overuse can reduce effectiveness
- New device might confuse some drivers

BLINKERSTOP® SIGN

Alberta Practice: Experimental

Internally Illuminated STOP Sign
Description: Internal illumination is provided through the
use of LEDs or fluorescent tubes mounted behind the
STOP sign. The illumination increases the visibility of
the sign during dark conditions and may command
greater attention than existing STOP signs.
Effectiveness: Can reduce collision frequency.
Benefits:

Improves STOP Sign Visibility

Considerations:
- Overuse can reduce effectiveness
- New device might confuse some drivers
- Possible burnout/malfunction

INTERNALLY ILLUMINATED
STOP SIGN

Alberta Practice: Non-existent
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Stop Line or Wider Stop Line
Pavement Marking
Description: A stop line indicates the point where a
vehicle must stop in compliance with a STOP sign (5). If
a stop line is already provided then increasing the width
can provide additional emphasis.
Effectiveness:
collisions (6).
Benefits:

10 to 25 percent reduction in related

STOP LINE PAVEMENT
MARKING

Improves STOP Sign Visibility

Considerations: Ineffective during snow cover
Alberta Practice: Standard

STOP Pavement Message
Description: STOP pavement messages are used to
supplement the stop line by emphasizing the stop
location.
Effectiveness:
collisions (6).
Benefits:

5 to 10 percent reduction in related

Improves STOP Sign Visibility

STOP PAVEMENT MESSAGE

Considerations: Ineffective during snow cover
Alberta Practice: Standard
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STOP AHEAD Warning Sign
Description: A STOP AHEAD warning sign (WB-1)
indicates that drivers will encounter a STOP sign ahead.
STOP AHEAD signs are commonly used in situations
where visibility is limited or where there is poor stop sign
performance. STOP AHEAD warning signs can be
oversized to increase visibility and emphasis the STOPcontrol.
Effectiveness:
collisions (7).
Benefits:

Up to 35% reduction of all related

Increases Awareness

Considerations: Overuse can reduce effectiveness
Alberta Practice:

STOP AHEAD WARNING SIGN

Standard

STOP AHEAD Pavement Message
Description: STOP AHEAD Pavement messages are
provided at or near the STOP AHEAD sign location. The
pavement message provides additional warning, located
in the driver’s field of vision, of the impending STOPcontrol.
Effectiveness: Can reduce collision frequency.
Benefits:

Increases Awareness

Considerations: Ineffective during snow cover

STOP AHEAD PAVEMENT
MESSAGE

Alberta Practice: Standard
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Important Intersection Ahead
Description: Providing an Important Intersection Ahead
warning sign (WA-114), on either the minor or major
road, informs drivers that they are approaching an
important cross road. Drivers should be particularly
attentive when approaching the intersection and should
be prepared to stop for a STOP sign or crossing traffic.
Important Intersection Ahead warning signs can be
oversized to increase visibility and emphasis.
Effectiveness: Can reduce collision frequency.
Benefits:

- Improves Intersection Conspicuity
- Increases Awareness

IMPORTANT INTERSECTION
AHEAD SIGN

Considerations: Overuse can reduce effectiveness
Alberta Practice: Standard on major road only
(oversized experimental)

Divided Highway Ahead
Description: A Divided Highway Ahead sign (WA-34) is
provided on cross roads to inform drivers that they are
approaching an intersection with a divided roadway. The
primary purpose of the sign is to ensure drivers take the
necessary precautions when entering or crossing the
highway. In addition, the sign informs drivers that they
are approaching an important intersection and should be
prepared to stop.
Effectiveness: Can reduce collision frequency.
Benefits:

- Improves Intersection Conspicuity
- Increases Awareness

DIVIDED HIGHWAY AHEAD
SIGN

Alberta Practice: Standard
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Rumble Strips
Description: Transverse rumble strips are used to alert
drivers of the need to stop by providing an audible and
tactile warning.
Effectiveness:
collisions (7).
Benefits:

40 to 60 percent reduction of related

- Increases Awareness
- Reduces speeds

Considerations:
- possible issues for motorcycles
- susceptible to damage from ploughs
- become less effective when worn

RUMBLE STRIPS

Alberta Practice: Standard

Rumble Strips Warning Sign
Description: Rumble Strip warning signs (WA-106, WA106A) are used in conjunction with rumble strips to alert
drivers of approaching transverse rumble strips.
Effectiveness: n/a
Benefits:

Increases Awareness

Alberta Practice: Standard
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Painted Rumble Strips
Description: Painting the rumble strip grooves provides
a visual warning, in addition to the audible and tactile
warning, of the approaching STOP-control.
Effectiveness: At least as effective as standard rumble
strips (40 to 60 percent reduction of related collisions).
Benefits:

Increases Awareness

Considerations: Possibility that painted lines could be
mistaken for stop lines

PAINTED RUMBLE STRIPS

Alberta Practice: Experimental

Concealed Road Signs
Description: Concealed Road signs (WA-11, WA-12,
WA-13) are used on the major road when there is a
limited sight triangle for an approaching cross road. The
sign informs drivers of the concealed intersection and
the potential for vehicles to enter the roadway (5).
Effectiveness: Can reduce collision frequency.
Benefits:

- Improves Intersection Conspicuity
- Increases Awareness

CONCEALED ROAD SIGNS

Alberta Practice: Standard
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Truck and School Bus Entrance Signs
Description: Truck (WC-8) and school bus (WC-12)
entrance signs inform drivers that they are approaching
an intersection where a high proportion of trucks/school
buses enter or cross the roadway (5). Although the
primary purpose of these signs is to alert drivers of the
presence of trucks/school buses, they also provide a cue
to drivers that they are approaching an intersection and
may be required to stop for vehicles entering the
roadway.
Effectiveness: Can reduce collision frequency.
Benefits:

Increases Awareness

TRUCK AND SCHOOL BUS
ENTRANCE SIGNS

Alberta Practice: Standard

High Collision Area Warning Sign
Description: Installing high collision area warning signs
can alert drivers of a potential hazard. Therefore, drivers
might be more prepared to stop or take evasive action in
the event of a conflict.
Effectiveness: Unknown
Benefits:

Increases Awareness

Considerations:
- Inconsistent signage could mislead drivers
- Liability issues associated with labelling
- Overuse can reduce effectiveness
- Could incite more fear than attention
Alberta Practice:

HAMILTON-FINN

HIGH COLLISION WARNING
SIGN

Non-existent (may be used by some
local jurisdictions)
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Fluorescent Aluminum Flags
Description: Fluorescent aluminum flags can be used to
draw attention to a new sign installation. Using flags or
other supplementary warning devices during an
introductory period emphasizes the new signage (12).
Effectiveness: Can reduce collision frequency.
Benefits:

Increases Awareness

Considerations:
- Overuse can reduce effectiveness
- Should only be used for an introductory period

FLUORESCENT ALUMINUM
FLAGS

Alberta Practice: Experimental

Advanced Intersection Warning Flasher
Description: An advanced intersection warning flasher is
intended to alert drivers on the through road of a
potential crossing conflict. Advance warning flashers
should be used in conjunction with a corresponding
warning sign and red flashing beacons on the STOPcontrolled approach (12).
Effectiveness:
collisions (7).
Benefits:

AMBER
FLASHER

10 to 25 percent reduction in related

- Improves Intersection Conspicuity
- Increases Awareness

Considerations:
- Overuse can reduce effectiveness.
- Could conflict with beacon at intersection itself.

ADVANCE INTERSECTION
WARNING FLASHER

Alberta Practice: Non-existent
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Advance Street Name Signs
Description: Although the primary purpose of street
name signs is to provide directional information, they can
also provide a cue to drivers that they are approaching
an intersection and may be required to stop.
Effectiveness: Can reduce collision frequency.
Benefits:

- Improves Intersection Conspicuity
- Increase Awareness

Considerations: Large signs could create sight
obstructions

ADVANCE STREET NAME SIGN

Alberta Practice: Experimental

Illumination
Description: Illumination is used to improve intersection
conspicuity during dark conditions.
Full or partial
Illumination can be provided by installing light standards
on all or some of the intersection approaches.
Effectiveness:
30 to 40 percent reduction of all
collisions. Up to 75 percent reduction of all night time
crashes (7).
Benefits:

Improves Intersection Conspicuity

ILLUMINATION

Considerations:
- Electrical power is required
- Installation cost is high
Alberta Practice: Standard (TAC warrant)
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Overhead Intersection Flasher
Description:
At critical locations, advance warning
flashers (and corresponding STOP sign flashers) can be
supplemented with overhead intersection flashers.
Amber flashers are provided for through traffic and red
flashers are provided for the STOP-controlled approach.
Effectiveness:
collisions (7).
Benefits:

30 to 50 percent reduction in related

Improves Intersection Conspicuity

Considerations:
- High implementation costs.
- Possible confusion, particularly on uncontrolled
approach.
- Possible burnout/malfunction.

OVERHEAD INTERSECTION
FLASHER

Alberta Practice: Experimental

Delineator Guide Posts
Description: Delineator guide posts can be used to
identify the location of an intersection. Reflective guide
posts placed at the corners of the intersecting roads
identifies the location of the cross road.
Effectiveness: Can reduce collision frequency.
Benefits:

Improves Intersection Conspicuity

Considerations: Lose effectiveness when displaced,
damaged or dirty.

DELINEATOR GUIDE POST

Alberta Practice: Standard
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Four-Way STOP-Control
Description:
Four-way STOP-control is generally
provided at locations where the intersecting volumes are
balanced. However, a four-way STOP-control may also
be warranted at an intersection where a large number of
collisions have occurred that could have been prevented
with four-way STOP-control.
Effectiveness:
collisions (7).
Benefits:

45 to 50 percent reduction of related

Improves Traffic Operations

Considerations:
- Excessive STOP signs could lead drivers to increase
speed in an effort to make up time
- Traffic volumes and operations must be analyzed
prior to converting to a four-way STOP-control
- may increase overall intersection delay

FOUR-WAY STOP-CONTROL

Alberta Practice: Standard

Cross Traffic Does Not Stop Tab
Description: A Cross Traffic Does Not Stop warning tab
alerts drivers that the intersection is not STOP-controlled
on all approaches. Motorists on the STOP-controlled
approach must wait for a suitable gap in order to cross
the intersecting road.
Effectiveness: Can reduce collision frequency.
Benefits:

Improves Traffic Operations

CROSS TRAFFIC DOES NOT
STOP TAB

Considerations: Inconsistent use might result in drivers
misinterpreting 2-way stops for all-way stops.
Alberta Practice: Experimental
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Offset Minor Legs of Intersection

Effectiveness:
collisions (7).
Benefits

STOP

Description:
Offsetting the minor leg approaches
physically forces drivers to stop or slow to a safe turning
speed.
55 to 70 percent reduction of related

- Increases Awareness

Considerations: - May create more rear-end collisions for
traffic wishing to continue along the controlled roadway.
Direction of offset should also be considered.

STOP

OFFSET MINOR LEGS

Alberta Practice: Experimental

Roundabout
Description: A roundabout channelizes traffic into a oneway circulating roadway around a central island.
Providing a roundabout requires traffic on both the major
and minor legs to reduce their speed. In addition, the
presence of an object in the roadway may command
greater attention than existing STOP signs (8).
Effectiveness:
collisions (7).
Benefits:

35 to 65 percent reduction of related

- Improves Traffic Operations
- Reduces Speeds
- Reduces Collision Severity

ROUNDABOUT

Considerations:
- Requires public education
- High implementation costs
Alberta Practice: Experimental
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Traffic-Actuated Warning System
Description: Warns drivers of the presence of
conflicting vehicles on the cross street approaches
using real time information. Sensors on the road
detect traffic and display a warning to vehicles on
the cross road. The system can be used to warn
vehicles on both the minor and major roadways.
Effectiveness: Approximately 35 to 40 percent
reduction in traffic conflicts (19).
Benefits:

- Improves Intersection Visibility
- Increases Awareness
- Improves Traffic Operations

Considerations:
Requires education program.
Could detract from the STOP control or
influence behaviour at other locations.
Takes the onus off the driver, which is
critical.
Susceptible to malfunction in detection or
display characteristics.

TRAFFIC ACTUATED WARNING
SYSTEM

Alberta Practice: Non-existent
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Speed Limit Reduction
Description: Reducing the posted speed limit in the
vicinity of an intersection can be used to lower vehicle
speeds in advance of an intersection, alert drivers of the
possible need to STOP and increase stopping sight
distances (8).
Effectiveness: Can reduce collision frequency and
severity.
Benefits:

- Reduces Speeds
- Increases Awareness

Considerations:
- Drivers may disregard the posted speed
- speed variations might occur

SPEED LIMIT REDUCTION

Alberta Practice: Experimental

Curve on Approach
Description:
Implementing a curve on the STOPcontrolled approach can be used to alert drivers and
physically reduce travel speeds (8).
Effectiveness:
severity.
Benefits:

Can reduce collision frequency and

- Reduces Speeds
- Increases Awareness
- Improves STOP sign visibility (in some
cases)

CURVE ON APPROACH

Considerations: Could result in an increase of off-road
collisions
Alberta Practice: Experimental
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Median or Splitter Islands on Approach
Description: Providing a median or splitter islands on
the STOP-controlled approaches can reduce vehicle
speeds. The median or splitter island also provides a
visual cue to highlight the intersection.
Effectiveness: 20 to 30 percent reduction of related
collisions (7).
Benefits:

- Reduces Speeds
- Increases Awareness

Considerations: May create fixed object hazard

MEDIAN ON APPROACH

Alberta Practice: Experimental

Narrow Approach
Description: Narrowing the STOP-controlled approach,
either physically or through the use of pavement
markings, can reduce vehicle speeds by creating a pinch
point.
Effectiveness:
collisions (7).
Benefits:

Up to a 10% reduction in related

- Reduces Speeds
- Increases Awareness

Considerations:
Can also reduce sight restrictions
caused by lane channelization on the approach, but the
need for channelization should be considered.

NARROW APPROACH

Alberta Practice: Non-existent
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E.1

Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Canada

The Canadian MUTCDC (5) warrants for various STOP-control enhancements
are provided in the following sections:
A.

Multi-way STOP Signs

The MUTCDC states that Multi-way STOP signs may be warranted under one or
more of the following conditions:
•

Where the traffic volumes on the intersecting roads are approximately
equal, and the combined pedestrian and vehicular volumes on the minor
road average 200 per hour for an eight hour period;

•

Where the average delay to the minor road vehicular traffic entering the
intersection exceeds 30 seconds per vehicle during the peak hour;

•

Where traffic signals are not warranted, and a collision problem exists, as
indicated by five or more reported collisions per year of a type which may
be prevented by a multi-way STOP sign installation. Such collisions
include right and left turn collisions as well as right-angle collisions;

•

As an interim measure prior to the installation of traffic signals; or

•

As an interim measure, for a period of approximately one month prior to
switching the stop control from one road to an intersecting road and the
subsequent removal of existing STOP signs on the first road.

Converting a two-way stop to a four-way stop can be expected to reduce related
collisions by 53 to 74 percent according to FHWA’s Toolbox of
Countermeasures and Their Potential Effectiveness to Make Intersections Safer
(2004) (6). According to The Canadian Guide to In-Service Road Safety Reviews
(2004), sources have indicated that collisions can be reduced by 45 to 50
percent and injury and fatal collisions may be reduced by as much as 70
percent (7).
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B.

Concealed Road Signs

Concealed Road signs (WA-11 through WA-13, see FIGURE E.1) are installed on
major roads in advance of intersections with an inadequate vision triangle. The
cross road must be concealed to the extent that a driver on the through road
would not have adequate time to react to vehicles entering the intersection from
the cross street.

FIGURE E.1 CONCEALED ROAD SIGNS

C.

Truck Entrance Sign

Truck Entrance signs (WC-8, FIGURE E.2) may be warranted at locations where
trucks are entering, leaving or crossing the road and where an unusual
manoeuvre or physical conditions such as inadequate sight distances or steep
grades creates an uncommon degree of hazard.

FIGURE E.2 TRUCK ENTRANCE SIGN
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D.

STOP AHEAD Warning Sign

STOP AHEAD warning signs (WB-1, FIGURE E.3) are warranted in situations
where visibility is limited due to conditions such as horizontal or vertical curves,
parked vehicles, foliage, or high vehicle speeds. In some cases, the STOP
AHEAD sign may be installed due to the poor performance of the STOP sign.
STOP AHEAD warning signs have been predicted to reduce related collisions by
up to 35 percent (7).

FIGURE E.3 STOP AHEAD WARNING SIGN

E.

Divided Highway Ahead Sign

The Divided Highway Ahead sign (WA-34, FIGURE E.4) indicates to drivers that
they are approaching an intersection with a divided road. No specific guidance
for use is provided.

FIGURE E.4 DIVIDED HIGHWAY AHEAD WARNING SIGN
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F.

Sign Reflectorization

Specifications for retroreflective material have been established by the most
recent edition of the Canadian General Standards Board specification 62-GP11M. Additional information on specifications for retroreflective material is
provided by the most recent edition of the American Society for Testing
Materials (ASTM) D4956 entitled Standard Specifications for Retroreflective
Sheeting for Traffic Control.

G.

Stop Line Pavement Marking

Stop lines are used at locations where it is important to highlight the point where
a vehicle must stop in compliance with the STOP sign. The stop line should only
be implemented in conjunction with a traffic control device.
Providing a stop line on the STOP-controlled approach has been predicted to
reduce collisions by approximately 10 to 25 percent (6).

H.

Flashing Beacons

Flashing beacons may be used at intersections where full traffic control signals
are not required, but where, due to a lack of visibility or other hazards, regulatory
or warning signs are not sufficient. Either flashing amber ball or flashing red ball
indications may be shown.
Advance flashing beacons may be used as a supplementary warning device to
draw attention of approaching drivers to an important warning sign or hazard
marker. Flashing amber beacons may be used to emphasize the need for
caution when at least two reportable collisions (which are susceptible to
correction) have occurred per year for at least three years and where any of the
following conditions exist:
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•
•
•

A physical obstruction in the road;
A sharp curve in the road; or
A major intersection hidden by a sharp curve or steep grade.

Flashing red beacons have been predicted to reduce collisions by
approximately 20 to 40 percent (8).

E.2

Illumination of Isolated Rural Intersections

The Transportation Association of Canada has also published guidelines for the
installation of illumination at isolated rural intersections (9). The warrant for
installing either full or partial illumination considers geometric, operational,
environmental and collision factors. The warrant for illumination is provided in
APPENDIX G.

E.3

Alberta Guidelines

AIT has an internal policy document, entitled “Safety Measures at Rural Stopcontrolled Intersections” and dated May 2004 (10). This is briefly described as
follows, and summarized in TABLE E.1. It is believed that the intention of the
new guidelines will be to replace these guidelines.
The existing guidelines describe the hierarchy of the levels of control at STOPcontrolled intersections. There are currently five levels of controls. The factors
that are considered in determining the need for each include:
•
•
•
•

collision history: frequency, severity, contributing factors, environmental
conditions;
traffic characteristics: volumes, vehicle types, speeds, delays;
roadway characteristics: alignments, intersection configurations,
classification, function; and
the presence of existing traffic control devices.
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The conditions to be met for each of the following levels are listed in TABLE E.1.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Oversize STOP sign: 900mm, 1200mm and 1500mm
STOP Ahead sign
Supplementary Pavement Markings
Rumble strips
Flashing red lights

Besides the above, other measures listed in the guidelines as possible
improvements include:
•
•
•

sight distance improvements: e.g. clear trees;
improve geometry: e.g. flatten vertical curves; and
provide lighting.
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TABLE E.1 SUMMARY OF AIT’S EXISTING STOP-CONTROL ENHANCEMENT WARRANTS
LEVEL/ENHANCEMENT

Collisions

Geometry
Reduced visibility along stop
approach
Complex visual environment

Traffic
Frequent
turning
manoeuvres
(driving task)

Speed

Existing devices

Warrant

N/a

N/a

One or more
of these
conditions

N/a

N/a

900 mm sign proven
ineffective

Both of these
conditions

high

high

900 mm sign proven
ineffective

All of these
conditions

N/a

N/a

Oversize stop sign has
proven ineffective

One or more
of these
conditions

1a. Oversize STOP sign:
900 mm

3 or more
SSV in 5 yrs

1b. Oversize STOP sign:
1200 mm

3 or more
SSV in 5 yrs

1c. Oversize STOP sign:
1500 mm

3 or more
SSV in 5 yrs

2. STOP Ahead sign

3 or more
SSV in 5 yrs

3.Supplementary Pavement
Markings

3 or more
SSV in 5 yrs

Approaches have reduced
visibility

500 vpd on
an approach

80 km/h or
higher

4. Rumble strips

3 or more
SSV in 5 yrs

Where noise issues do not exist

500 vpd on
an approach

80 km/h or
higher

5. Flashing red lights

3 or more
SSV in 5 yrs,
and is
special
monitoring
location
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Improving sight lines proven
ineffective
Improving sight lines proven
ineffective
Major intersections
Both provincial hwys
Sight distance restrictions
Roadway alignment rapidly
changes
Complex visual environment

500 vpd on
an approach

80 km/h or
higher

Oversize stop and stop
ahead signs have
proven ineffective
Oversize stop and stop
ahead signs have
proven ineffective
Oversize stop and SA
signs and PM’s and
RS’s have proven
ineffective

All of these
conditions
All of these
conditions

All of these
conditions
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For the major roadway, the following measures can be considered to alleviate
right-angle collisions:
•
•
•
•

important intersection ahead sign;
concealed road sign;
review of traffic control scheme; and
assessment of the need for traffic signals.

From our review of the existing guidelines, the key principle followed is that
measures are warranted on the basis of the historical performance, such as
collision history. This also applies when upgrading to the next level; i.e. that new
measures should only be considered if the more preliminary measures were
proven to be ineffective.
The guidelines also list the documents that refer to the implementation of STOP
control enhancements. These include the Alberta Highway Geometric Design
Guide, Alberta Infrastructure and Transportation Complete Sign Catalogue, The
Pavement Marking Guide, the MUTCDC and the Canadian Guide to In-Service
Road Safety Reviews.
The Alberta Infrastructure and Transportation Complete Sign Catalogue has
some additional signs not included in the MUTCDC. These signs include the
Important Intersection Ahead sign (WA-114, FIGURE E.5) and the Rumble Strip
warning sign (WA-106/106a, FIGURE E.5).

FIGURE E.5 ADDITIONAL ALBERTA SIGNS
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E.4

British Columbia Guidelines

British Columbia Ministry of Transportation and Highways has a set of guidelines
entitled Manual of Standard Traffic Signs and Pavement Markings (2000) (11).
The warrants in the manual related to STOP-control enhancements are briefly
described as follows;

A.

Oversized STOP Signs

Oversized STOP signs (R-1X, similar to the MUTCDC RA-1) should be restricted
to important highway or street intersections; for example:
•

At channelized intersections, especially in urban areas, where a STOP
sign must compete with other large traffic signs or advertising displays;

•

At the intersection of two important numbered routes, especially if such
an intersection occurs within a high-speed zone;

•

At the terminal point of an important numbered route; or

•

On all roads joining or crossing an expressway at grade.

Oversized STOP signs should not be used to replace a standard size STOP sign
where the use of a STOP AHEAD sign would be more effective. In comparison,
the Alberta guidelines recommend increasing the size of the STOP sign as the
first step in the STOP-control enhancement hierarchy.
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B.

Multi-way STOP Signs

Multi-way (3-WAY and 4-WAY) stops are a useful means of control in specific
applications. Examples are:
•

Where traffic signals are not warranted, at the intersection of two like
roadways carrying approximately equal traffic volumes. Entering volumes
from all approaches should exceed 500 vehicles per hour for any 8 hours
of a typical day, and there should have been 5 or more right angle or
turning accidents per year of a type correctable by a multi-way stop;

•

As an interim measure prior to installation of traffic signals; or

•

As an interim measure prior to undertaking STOP sign reversal.

At intersections with three or four STOP-controlled approaches, the 3-WAY (R1T3), or 4-WAY (R-1T4) tabs should be used below all of the STOP signs.

FIGURE E.6 MULTI-WAY STOP TABS

C.

STOP AHEAD Warning Sign

A STOP AHEAD sign (W-11, similar to the MUTCDC WB-1) should be installed if
there is inadequate visibility for safe stopping distance due to conditions such as
poor horizontal or vertical geometry, foliage, parking etc. High approach speeds
may also warrant installation of this sign. The STOP AHEAD sign may also be
used for an educational period to warn motorist of a newly installed stop sign or
yield sign. Unlike the MUTCDC warrant the British Columbia Guidelines make
no reference of installing a STOP AHEAD sign as a result of poor STOP sign
performance.
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D.

Concealed Road Signs

The Crossroad (W-6) and Side Road (W-7) concealed road signs (similar to the
MUTCDC WA-11 and WA-13) warn motorists of concealed or unusual conditions
ahead where the vision triangle is inadequate for the motorist to react to a
sudden entry of another motorist from the side road. W-6 and W-7 signs should
not be installed in advance of intersections where Route Junction, Advance
Route Directional, and Route Directional Assemblies are in place.
In
comparison, the MUTCDC warrant does not have restrictions based on the
presence of information signage.

E.

Divided Highway Warning Sign

A Divided Highway warning sign (W-128 similar to the MUTCDC WA-34) should
be used in advance of four-lane divided highways with “at grade” intersections,
where the minor road is controlled by a STOP sign.

F.

Truck Turning/Crossing Ahead Sign

The Truck Turning/Crossing Ahead sign (W-317 similar to the MUTCDC WC-8)
warns motorists that trucks or heavy equipment may be frequently entering,
crossing or turning from or onto the roadway ahead creating a potentially
hazardous situation. These signs shall be used in conjunction with the R-20 NO
PASSING FOR 150 METRES sign on highways where pavement markings
indicate that overtaking is permitted. If the truck/equipment movement is not in
progress, these signs must be removed or covered. In comparison, the
MUTCDC does not mention the implementation of no passing zones or covering
the signs when truck movement is not in progress.
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G.

Stop Line Pavement Marking

Stop lines are mandatory at:
•
•
•

stop conditions on numbered routes;
signalized intersections; and,
on the approach to a numbered highway from a major side road.

Stop lines are desirable but not mandatory at:
•
•

minor road junctions to numbered routes; and,
intersections where motorists cannot determine the proper stop position.

Stop lines are not required at stop conditions on gravel roads, in conjunction with
zebra pedestrian crossing markings without a STOP sign or used alone without a
STOP sign.

E.5

Saskatchewan Guidelines

Saskatchewan Highways and Transportation has published a set of guidelines
entitled Traffic Control Devices Manual (1998) (12). The warrants in the manual
are briefly described as follows;
A.

Oversized STOP Signs

Oversized STOP signs (900mm x 900mm or 1200mm x 1200mm) may be used:
•
•
•

Where more attention is required;
Where an ambient condition is distracting; or,
When a flashing red beacon is used.

Oversized STOP signs can lose their effectiveness if overused indiscriminately.
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B.

STOP AHEAD Sign

A STOP AHEAD warning sign is warranted if approaching visibility of the STOP
sign is limited. Unlike the MUTCDC, the Saskatchewan guidelines do not make
reference to the performance of the STOP sign in regards to implementing a
STOP AHEAD sign.

C.

Stop Line Pavement Markings

Stop lines shall be used where it is necessary to indicate the point where the
vehicle should stop.

D.

Concealed Road Signs

Concealed road signs (WA-11 through WA-13) shall be erected on all highways
in advance of crossroads where the vision triangle is inadequate and where the
crossroads are concealed to the extent that a driver on the major road would not
be adequately prepared for an unexpected hazard.

E.

Advance Intersection Warning Flashers

Flashing amber beacons (FIGURE E.7) may be used as an advance warning to
emphasize the need for caution when an average of three or more preventable
collisions per year occur over the most recent three year period and any of the
following conditions exist:
•
•
•

A physical obstruction in the roadway;
A sharp curve in the roadway or other deficient geometrics; or
A bridge, major intersection, pedestrian crossing or railway crossing is
hidden by a curve or grade.

The flashing beacon should be installed in advance of the danger and in
conjunction with the appropriate warning signs on the right side of the road.
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AMBER
FLASHER

FIGURE E.7 ADVANCE AMBER WARNING FLASHER

F.

Intersection Flashing Beacons

Collision Warrant
Flashing beacons should be considered at intersections which have STOPcontrol and where any of the following collision conditions exist:
•

A total of four or more preventable collisions occur in the most recent
year;

•

A total of six or more preventable collisions occur in the most recent three
year period; or

•

An average of three or more preventable collisions per year occur over a
five year period.
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Red flashing beacons (FIGURE E.8) should be provided over the STOP sign if
motorists are not stopping for the sign. Advance flashing amber beacons, for
through traffic may be considered, with red flashing beacons over the STOP sign
if motorists are stopping at the STOP sign and then proceeding into the path of
through traffic.

FIGURE E.8 RED FLASHING BEACON

Overhead flashing beacons (FIGURE E.9) should only be considered under
special circumstances where additional warning for the motorist is required.
Overhead flashing beacons have been predicted to reduce collisions by
approximately 30 to 50 percent (7).

FIGURE E.9 OVERHEAD INTERSECTION FLASHER
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System Warrant
Flashing advance amber beacons for the uncontrolled roadway and flashing red
beacons above the STOP sign can be considered at intersections meeting both
the following requirements:
• Intersection of a major arterial highway with:
- A major arterial highway, or
- Intersecting roadway having an AADT > 1500; and
•

The speed limit on the through highway is 80 km/h or greater.

Flashing red lights above the STOP sign can be considered at intersections
meeting both the following criteria:
•

A highway intersection where the through road AADT >1,000 and the
stop road AADT > 750; and

•

The speed limit on the through highway is 100 km/h.

The system warrants alone are generally not sufficient background for making a
decision to install flashing lights. A traffic operations study should be included
as a part of the review. In comparison, the MUTCDC does not have any flashing
beacon warrants based on road classification and traffic volumes.

G.

Transverse Rumble Strips

For a STOP-controlled condition rumble strips may be used when the following
conditions exist:
•

In conjunction with a flashing red beacon over the STOP sign;

•

Approach speed is 80 km/h or greater; or

•

Accident history indicates drivers are failing to stop for the STOP sign.
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Transverse rumble strips have been predicted to reduce collisions by
approximately 40 to 60 percent (7). TAC has issued a standalone guide that
should be referenced for the application of rumble strips.

H.

Fluorescent Aluminum Flags

Fluorescent aluminum flags (WS-21, FIGURE E.10) may be used in locations as
described below:
•

A new speed zone where the change in speed is greater than 20 km/h.

•

A change of intersection traffic control, e.g. yield to a stop condition.

•

At locations where abnormally high collisions are occurring, e.g. blind
curves or dangerous intersections.

The fluorescent aluminum flag shall be removed after an introductory period of
not less than 30 days or more than 6 months. There is no reference of
fluorescent aluminum flags in the MUTCDC.

FIGURE E.10 FLUORESCENT ALUMINUM FLAGS
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E.6

Ontario Guidelines

The Ontario Ministry of Transportation has published a set of guidelines entitled
Ontario Traffic Manual (2000) (13). Only the sections on STOP signs were
available for the purpose of this study (Book 5, Section 2, Pages 17-24). The
warrants contained in this section are briefly described as follows;

A.

Oversized STOP Signs

An oversized STOP sign (Ra-101, 750mm x 750mm) should be used where the
posted speed limit is 70 km/h or greater on the STOP-controlled roadway. The
sign may also be installed at lower speed locations where the prevailing traffic
conditions warrant greater visibility or emphasis.
Specific situations where the Ra-101 STOP sign must be used include:
•
•
•
•

At the junction of two primary highways in rural areas;
At the junction of any public road with a primary highway in rural areas;
At the junction of two major County or Regional roads; or
At freeway exit ramp terminals not controlled by traffic signals.

The special oversized STOP sign (Ra-1101, 1200mm x 1200mm) may be used in
locations where two relatively major roads intersect. Particularly in high speed
rural areas where such an intersection may be unexpected, and at other
locations where special emphasis is required.
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B.

All-way Stop Control

All way stop controls should be considered only under the following situations:
•

As an interim measure, where traffic control signals are warranted but
cannot be implemented immediately;

•

At locations having a high collision frequency where less restrictive
measures have been tried and found inadequate; or
As a means of providing a transition period to accustom drivers to a
change in intersection right-of-way control from one direction to another

•

All-way stop control may be considered on major roads where the following
conditions are met:
•

The total vehicle volume on all intersection approaches exceeds 500
vehicles per hour for each of any eight hours of the day;

•

The combined vehicular and pedestrian volume on the minor street
exceeds 200 units per hour (all vehicles plus pedestrians wishing to enter
the intersection) for each of the same eight hours, with an average delay
to traffic on the minor street (either vehicles or pedestrians wishing to
enter the intersection) of greater than 30 seconds; and

•

The volume split does not exceed 70/30. Volume on the major street is
defined as vehicles only. Volume on the minor street includes all vehicles
plus any pedestrians wishing to cross the major roadway.
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All-way stop control should not be used under the following conditions:
•

Where the protection of pedestrians, school children in particular, is a
prime concern. This concern can usually be addressed by other means;

•

As a speed control device;

•

On roads where progressive signal timing exists;

•

On roads within urban areas having a posted speed limit in excess of 60
km/h;

•

At intersections that are not roundabouts having less than three, or more
than four, approaches;

•

At intersections that are offset, poorly defined or geometrically
substandard;

•

On truck or bus routes, except in an industrial area or where two such
routes cross;

•

On multi-lane approaches where a parked or stopped vehicle on the right
will obscure the STOP sign;

•

Where traffic would be required to stop on grades;

•

As a means of deterring the movement of through traffic in a residential
area;

•

Where visibility of the sign is hampered by curves or grades, and
insufficient safe stopping sight distance exists; or

•

Where any other traffic device controlling right-of-way is permanently in
place within 250m, with the exception of a Yield sign.
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C.

All-way Tab Sign

Where the presiding road authority has determined that an all-way stop is
required, the STOP signs should be supplemented with an ALL-WAY tab sign
(Ra-1t, FIGURE E.11) directly below the STOP sign. The use of the TWO-WAY
tab sign found in earlier editions of the MUTCDC is not recommended as it is
ambiguous and could lead to confusion. The ALL-WAY tab is not currently
included in the MUTCDC.

FIGURE E.11 ALL-WAY TAB

D.

Flashing Red Beacon

Where necessary for increased emphasis, a supplementary red flashing beacon
may be used to reinforce a STOP sign. Such flashing beacons may be installed
overhead, within the intersection proper, or mounted directly above the STOP
sign itself.

E.

STOP AHEAD Sign

In cases of restricted visibility or other special conditions affecting the STOP
sign, a STOP AHEAD sign (Wb-1) may be required or recommended.
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F.1

Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices

A.

STOP Sign Plaque

If appropriate, a supplementary plaque (R1-3 or R1-4, FIGURE F.1) can be used
in conjunction with a STOP sign. If there are three or more STOP-controlled
approaches, the numeral on the tab should correspond with the number of
STOP-controlled approaches. In the case where all four approaches are STOPcontrolled a 4-way or ALL WAY tab shall be mounted below the STOP sign.

FIGURE F.1 STOP SIGN PLAQUES

B.

Multi-way STOP Signs

The decision to install multi-way stop control should be based on an engineering
study. The following criteria should be considered in the engineering study for a
multi-way STOP sign installation:
1. Where traffic control signals are justified, the multi-way stop is an interim
measure that can be installed quickly to control traffic while arrangements
are being made for the installation of the traffic control signal.
2. A crash problem, as indicated by 5 or more reported crashes in a 12month period that are susceptible to correction by a multi-way stop
installation. Such crashes include right- and left-turn collisions as well as
right-angle collisions.
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3. Minimum volumes:
A. The vehicular volume entering the intersection from the major
street approaches (total of both approaches) averages at least
300 vehicles per hour for any 8 hours of an average day, and
B. The combined vehicular, pedestrian, and bicycle volume entering
the intersection from the minor street approaches (total of both
approaches) averages at least 200 units per hour for the same 8
hours, with an average delay to minor-street vehicular traffic of at
least 30 seconds per vehicle during the highest hour, but
C. If the 85th-percentile approach speed of the major-street traffic
exceeds 65 km/h or exceeds 40 mph, the minimum vehicular
volume warrants are 70 percent of the above values.
•

Where no single criterion is satisfied, but where Criteria B, 3.A, and 3.B
are all satisfied to 80 percent of the minimum values. Criterion 3.C is
excluded from this condition.

Other criteria that may be considered in an engineering study to determine the
need for a multi-way stop include:
•

The need to control left-turn conflicts;

•

The need to control vehicle/pedestrian conflicts near locations that
generate high pedestrian volumes;

•

Locations where a road user, after stopping, cannot see conflicting traffic
and is not able to reasonably safely negotiate the intersection unless
conflicting cross traffic is also required to stop; and

•

An intersection of two residential neighborhood collector (through) streets
of similar design and operating characteristics where multi-way stop
control would improve traffic operational characteristics of the intersection.
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C.

CROSS TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP Plaque

The CROSS TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP plaque (W4-4p, FIGURE F.2) may be
used in combination with a STOP sign when engineering judgment indicates that
conditions are present that are causing or could cause drivers to misinterpret the
intersection as an all-way stop. Alternate messages such as TRAFFIC FROM
LEFT (RIGHT) DOES NOT STOP or ONCOMING TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP
may be used on the W4-4p plaque when such messages more accurately
describe the traffic controls established at the intersection.

FIGURE F.2 CROSS TRAFFIC DOES NOT STOP PLAQUE

D.

STOP AHEAD Sign

A STOP AHEAD sign (W3-1) shall be installed on an approach to a STOP sign
that is not visible for a sufficient distance to permit the road user to respond to
the device. Permanent obstructions causing the limited visibility might include
roadway alignment or structures. Intermittent obstructions might include foliage
or parked vehicles. Where intermittent obstructions occur, engineering judgment
should determine the treatment to be implemented.
A STOP AHEAD sign may be used to provide additional emphasis, even when
the visibility distance to the device is satisfactory. Word messages (W3-1a, W32a, W3-3a) may be used as alternates to the Advance Traffic Control symbol
signs.
A supplemental street name plaque may be installed above or below an Advance
Traffic Control sign. A warning beacon may be used with an Advance Traffic
Control sign.
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E.

Divided Highway Crossing Sign

The Divided Highway Crossing sign (R6-3 or R6-3a, FIGURE F.3) may be used
to advise road users that they are approaching an intersection with a divided
highway. The Divided Highway Crossing sign may be located on the near right
corner of the intersection and may be mounted beneath a STOP or YIELD sign
or on a separate support.

FIGURE F.3 DIVIDED HIGHWAY SIGNS

F.

Intersection Warning Signs

A Cross Road (W2-1) symbol, Side Road (W2-2 or W2-3) symbol, T-Symbol
(W2-4), or Y-Symbol (W2-5) sign may be used in advance of an intersection to
indicate the presence of an intersection and the possibility of turning or entering
traffic.
The relative importance of the intersecting roadways may be shown by different
widths of lines in the symbol. An advance street name plaque may be installed
above or below an Intersection Warning sign.
The Intersection Warning sign should illustrate and depict the general
configuration of the intersecting roadway, such as cross road, side road, Tintersection, or Y-intersection. Intersection Warning signs should not be used on
approaches controlled by STOP signs, YIELD signs, or signals. Where the side
roads are not opposite of each other, the symbol for the intersection should
indicate a slight offset.
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G.

Truck Crossing Sign

Truck Crossing signs (W11-10 or W8-6, FIGURE F.4) should be used only at
locations where the road user’s sight distance is restricted, or the condition,
activity, or entering traffic would be unexpected. If the condition or activity is
seasonal or temporary, the sign should be removed or covered when the
condition or activity does not exist.

FIGURE F.4 TRUCK CROSSING / ENTRANCE SIGNS

H.

Sign Reflectorization

According to the US MUTCD, 2003 edition (including revision 1 dated November
2004), minimum retroreflectivity levels for signs are awaiting FHWA rulemaking
and are not included in the manual.

I.

Stop Line Pavement Marking

Stop lines should be used to indicate the point behind which vehicles are
required to stop, in compliance with a STOP sign. Stop lines should be placed a
minimum of 1.2 m in advance of the nearest crosswalk line at controlled
intersections. In the absence of a marked crosswalk, the stop line or yield line
should be placed at the desired stopping point, but should be placed no more
than 9 m nor less than 1.2 m from the nearest edge of the intersecting traveled
way. Stop lines should be placed to allow sufficient sight distance to all other
approaches to an intersection.
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J.

STOP Pavement Message

Except at the ends of aisles in parking lots, the word STOP shall not be used on
the pavement unless accompanied by a stop line and STOP sign. The word
STOP shall not be placed on the pavement in advance of a stop line, unless
every vehicle is required to stop at all times.
STOP pavement messages have been predicted to reduce collisions by
approximately six percent (6).
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